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Somewhere.
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How can I cease to pray

.

for thee?

Somewhere

In God’s great universe thou arf.to-day ;

Camhe not reach thee with hjs tender’ care ?
Can he not hear me when for thee I pray?
What matters
The hollow
That thou art
". Somewhere

Somewhere thou livest, and hast need of him

Somewhere

my

soul

sees higher

“climb;
And somewhere still, there

may be

hights

to

valleys dim

That thou must pass to reach the hills sublime.
Then all the more, because thou caust not hear
Poor, hitman words of blessing, will I pray,
O true, brave heart, God bless thee, whereso’er
In bis great universe thou art-to-day!

~

try for further and greater reforms.
The excitement in the political world has
somewhat. lessened the public interest that

—Seribner’s.

iven

itself for a whole
of

revivalists!

week

In

of

arc employed

speoial services have beén held at all hours

inducing

the

irrelig-

three Bishops, atid closes with

a special

“ mission.”

Others see in it the endeavor

to bring home the truths of the gospel to
the minds’of men in a more efficient manner, on a more extensive scale, and With
the addition of circumstances calculated

to arouse and impress.

Very much

pressing us to destruction.

of re-

a

prominent

instrument;

whether

so

far

in

his

ed

sam-

:

Lord

Chief

Justice's able

Loved

and

“itself to be

true

on

his manly

endurance

of a

himeelf speptin this world.

Whether

anticipated, perhaps nobody, that the elec~

worship of the Kosmos : sustained him

tions would have ‘gone as they have. That
the tide had turned with respect to the popularity of Mr. Gladstone's government every
one knew, but that the appeal to the country would show that thé waters had run

his

out and: that a continent

of barren

was all that Mr, Gladstone would

sand

have to

dying

are 4

ln

was unexpected.

who are surprised that it

bis

t for his well-doing?
corrected

Has not Mr. Glad-

glaring

abuses in church

dnd state, in politick, in trade, in. religion?
What reward can such a reformer expect
“but” to be hated by every one who has fattened upon some profitable corruption or

~ held a vested interest in some public wrong P
_ It ought to have been expected, then, that
the fovernment that has disestablished the
Irish churob, abolished purchase in the
“army, closed the public Houses a earlier
"hours, made adulteration of beer, niilk and

other beverages penal, given the ballot: to
. the voter and taken away his privilege of

.

selling

his vote

Alabama

claims, and deprived

the igno-

3

Romish

church,

and to put him in the way of preparing for
useful service in preaching the gospel in
Rome. ' Few enterprises in the outset meet
with such remarkable encouragement
this, which, by the kindness of Mr., Wall in
assigning the Canon to this English society,
has been grantedto General Baptists, One
fears lest something sheuld oceur to deprive us of such a distinguished laborer;
for how could we descend to a commonplace evangelist should so -marked and
honorable a representative in any way be
from
us ? *
THOMAS GOADBY.
| taken
©

‘Woman’ s Western

How often in the world’s history are we
reminded of the utterance of inspiration,

‘party

there is

coming off second best in almost every con

no sufficient evidedos to prove; thay Mr.

flict. - Despite al our Christian Associations

voting,

ding

of the

feelings of others.

in manner,

or

intemperate

ment, without wounding
Saviour.

Like

in jodg-

the cause

him, while

hating

of the
sin,

he

should love sinners, and should seek to win

them to holiness of life by the exercise of
those gentle but irresistible graces and virtues which adorned the walk and conversation of Him ‘ who did no sin, neither
was guile found in his mouth; who, when

How, for example, are we

he was reviled, reviled not again; when he

The folly which we

isi but

little)

by

Americans

we could

the

devil with

trust mo- other

weapon

fire, that

though

‘Washington Correspondence.

body wicomes across the Atlanti«, is thus

the

get forthby the Christian Union :

other - successively?

This

Sadducean question uader

is the

a

more

old

the others only the residue

of our

tender-

ness and remembrance,
This’ is the true
rationale of the Jimits of love on earth ; and

jythose who treat them as if they were in
themselves good and desirable things,
who would prefer to give ox receive only

yet learned the real sense. of “unselfish at|

Congress

immediately

adjourned on learning of his death ; so did

has been done I should be puzzled
bills, if any,

have been enactéd.
cluded
busy.

to say: what

of especial interest

to

the

nation

And yet it must not be’ con-

that Congress is idle. The members are
For

the

many

years I have watched the

progress of legislation I do not recollecf to
have seen greater activity, nor
been a more determined effort

has there ever
on the part of

members and Senators to ascertain the nature of
all propositions submitted, and to understand,
if possible, what the people want, and

what the

the Massachusetts Legislature.
All gov- nation needs. To this end matters are very
ernment institutions immediatély showed thoroughly examined and canvassed in commitsigns of mourning, the whole country tees, and light is sought for from every quarter
agreeing that its chief man had fallen. Especially is this true upon the question of
Eis ‘remains have been embalmed.
A finance. The conflicting views. upon-this subject both in and out of Congress, and the monfuneral” gervice was held in the Senate etary and commercial embarrassment under
Chamber Friday, the remains were brought which we labor as a people, render the problem
to Boston Saturday, lay in State in Faneuil -a most difficult one to solve. The best minds and
hall Sunday, and were buried on Monday. clearest heads are puzzled with it, and hence

—This death léaveés a vacancy

in the Sen-

both Houses of Congress are making haste slow-

they had reason to do, since the miserable
record that the ; Administration has made

why Congress may not make the announcement
that our legal tenders shall be redeemed with
coin at some fixed time in the future. It does

and

indulge

who had ° turned

A

present habits continue: a popular recep-

«That love for one, from whichsthere doth not
Spring
:
3
\

A

PS
he

.

yg
re

mas at Vw

-

I

a

A

ERY

:

for the past year thoroughly disgusts them.
ugh we ought by this ‘time to be
In many cases also the nominations, es- seem a
pecially for Representatives, were such as ready to fix a time for redemption of our dueno respectable man could support, and so bills and to make the proper announcement. of
the tickets were badly cut, thus scattering| this determination. This is one thing that Congress can do, and it will go far to inspire confi-

the forces

of

the party

and

reducing

its

power. The Prohibitionists, also, coming mainly from the Republican party,
reduced

its vote

certainly

by 1500, thus

contributing
directly to put
under the control of license aud
We do not say that the «course '
publican party in this State ou

the State
free rum.
of the Rethe liquor

question for the last few years has not mer-

ited such a rebuke as this,
THE TEMPERANCE

The

MOVEM ENTS

gread temperance

wave

spent its force in the West,
for
very gently here in the East.
something

being done

for

the results are nothing
and

Indiana.

Neither
i

the

procedure just like those.

er, but we’should say quite

but

in-

Ohio

methods of

They are

as well

open
.

air

condition

of

not disposed to do this, as many of
clearest thinkers upon finance think
then by ali'means let them give us a
: of” some sort, and this too at an early

the best and
they should,
fixed policy
day.

There jre a very large number

of talkers in

it moves | Congress, and many of these men are anxious .
There: is |to have it understood at home that they are at-

cause,

the

deal of unrest and nervousness in the minds of
the business people of the land. If Congress is

DEBATE.

“perbaPs|

lie™ hose
are:

dence.
As it now is, our national bank currency is redeemable with legal tenders, and
these legal tenders are not redeemable with any
specified mopey,
except
certain govermment
dues, nor is this done at apy fixed time, therefore
in times like these, he
and will be a good

quiet-|

tending to the public business and that their con-

stituents

made

a wise selection when they, the

constituents, chose these men te represent them
in the national Congress; so it seems, for speech-

es abound.

It did indeed

seem,

on

calcu-|that there was no limit to discussion.

affairs

have ‘really

demonstrations

like

been

in

Tuesday,

The leg-.

|islative appropriation bill was up, and the debate’

no | took a wide range, but the Sanborn Contract was

those

to

the central topic, and it seemed almost everybody had something to say.
Many shafts were

but there have been results achieved never- | porn is his man Friday.
theless. In New York several saloons|
Mr. Beck, of Kentucky, led off in a rambling,
have been closed, likewise in Worcester | disconnected diatribe, assailing the Republican
and Boston.
Dr. Lewis has also begun party, the treasury management and General
the work
ina St. Albans, Vt., it seeming
.

to

be his aim to create a wide and general
movement in favor of the temperance
cause,
The work in Vermont, however,
starts heavily, as though the community

was not quite up to the interested point.
But .there' is evidently a good deal of
thought given the question in different por-

tions of the country, and great good

must

apparently come out of it.
/A NIGHT OF FIRES.

s

Viction of their truthfulnéss. They

There wére ten alarms of fire in four beurs
in Boston last Wednesday night,the con-

flagrations which followed destroying about
$130,000 worth of property. The loss was
mainly
on Commercial
and Plympton
streets, where two

destroyed.

A

large

warehouses

melancholy

incident

Butler.
He said that crime, corruption and’ incompetency reigned in’the treasury, and if his
|
charges
are true; there must not only be * something rotten in the state of Denmark,” but there
must be prodigious crime, which calls for immediate punishment, and the entire government must be purged.
I have so often heard this sort
of charge against those in authority, by partisans ~
on the other side, that to me much that is said is
as idle wind.
The most of these exhibitions in
Congress, wherein charges of awful corruption
are made, have become so frequent that they do,
not impress the country with any serious con-

were

are as thé

thrice-told tale, as it falls upoy the dull ear of
some drowsy men.
The charges made against Sanborn were heavy,
‘and they fell upon him continuously for hours,
till General Butler could stand it no longer, and

|he entered the arena, and this was'a sigual for

|a long column

of combatants

to enter

the

of the |Ftwas an interesting sight and a Afugalne

fire was the death of a’ fireman by a falling | *i¢ Pattie.
wall, and the serious injury of four others.

field.

foren-

_ CHARLES SUMNER.

As I write, Charles Sumner is

reported dying,

OCEAN STORMS.
if he is not already dead. Tt is but a day or twoThere has been an unusual prevalence of [since he was in his seat in the Senate Chamber,.
;
ocean hurricanes during the past fortnight, | and only Sa turday I mét him om the street.

delphia lost its Captain

and

“first

and

sec-

TEMPERANCE.

tion in America will cease to be worth anyond officers in one of these tempests, and | The Senate has passed the bill which provides
thing as an expression of respect, sce it it was only by the heroism of'a cabin pas-lfor a commission to inquiré into the effects and
True love for all, istbut a Cig thing."
‘| will come to-Le understood that it is a senger that the steamer itself was brought | results of the liquor traffic. By the enmlightenBat in
i a state of existen 6. 1 which we pleasant way we have of dealing outgush- out of the storm. Thus far no loss of |ment of the human mind, and God’s power,
overthrown. » Will the rum fiend go
should Be altogether nobler, larger, wider- ing compliments to foreigners, without dis-|steamships has been reported, but several slavery was
means?
fullog vessels have gone down with all1 on down in the same way, and by the same
crimination,
and
1
the
order
of
their
arrivhearted, and pressed on no longer by the
We shall see, but. in the meantime Jet ns work,
board.
endless claims which. beak up our present’ 2 vl
’
PHAROS.

0

i

ate, for which Ben Butler has advertised ly. As time advances and the various theories
are propounded, I am more and more convinced
that he is not a candidate. Does he sup- of the soundness of the "views stated in oue of
pose he. could get the appointment if he my letters one or two months since, viz., that
was? What a successor that would be for what is needed more than anything else is a fixed policy.
This, it seems to me, Congress should
Charles Sumner!
define at the earliest possible moment.
If it be
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION.
.| desirable fo restore confidence to the industrial,
New Hampshire held its state election mechanical, manufacturing and commercial inon the 10th,and it seems quite probable that terests of the country, then the sooner this coxa Democratic house will have the privilege fidence is inspired the better it will be. Confiof choosing a Governor. A great many dence is said to be a plant of slow growth; the
sooner, therefore, it is planted, the better will it
Republicans stayed away from the polls, as be for all concerned. There is no reason now

Captains of ns
lately arrived here Such is life. To-day man is, but to-moryow he is:
numbered with the pale nations. Charles Sum-’
us, as for the men who were. our friends from English and German ports report the | airs life has beem an.active und useful one, and
when days were datk and friends were few ? severest passages that they
Dave ever|po American statesman of this generation will
One thing if"pretty sure to follow, ¥f” our known. ‘One steamer coming to Phila- fill a larger place in history.

a

narrow and exclusive affgétion, have hardly
tachment,

spirit.

Business in Congress drags its slow lengti®
along, and were I to note what public legislation

which the famous Van Pelt surrendered, | yimeq at Butler,as it is supposed that Mr. San-

same ardor for the men whd’ have tried to
destroy us and haye succeeded in Insulting

and

his

D. C., March 11, 1874.

CONGRESS.

nine, and we are not very particular about
the kind or the degree of celebrity whick is

against us with scoff and insult in the days
of our national misfortune, and another distinguished Englishman who had done battle
for us in his own land whén our cause was
under. popular reproach. Doubtless, national magnanimity is a grand and beautiful quality ; but is it national magnanimity or
something else to, express precisely the

our hearts are so cold and narrow, that,
even when we recognize that A, B' and C
are all deserving of our uttermost love we

WASHINGTON,

There

tinguished Englishman

(what is far worse)

which

in his

this section.

Besides,
our
veterate propensity for transferring the same a Tyndal or a Froude.
good
humor
is
greatér
than
our
memory
or
limitations and negations as well as the af:
our
sense
of
wrong,
or
possibly
even
than
firroations of this life to a higher sphere,
Why is it we can not love now many friends our self-respect; and we have been known
with equal intensity P It Is'/only because ‘within the same twelve-month to receive
a diswe are so limited, our timé and thoughts with equal enthusiasm and cordiality

are so bounded, and

heart,

He was

ovations do not mean much here, Our appetite for trans-Atlantic celebrities is ca-

our club-houses as brilliantly,

refined

the

the

We can get up ovations for anybody and at
a day’s notice. Our geniality in this way is
so great that we do mot condescend
to
discriminate between the men who have a
real standing in their own country and the
men who are regarded there as charlatans
and social bankrupts; and we illuminate

strong; sweet as were the affections of
youth, still mare tender and: grave and
noble are the friendships of age. But how
is it possible for us to renew “simultaneously these relations, which
lowed each

of

OP

Jated to meet

presented to us, so that it be trans-Atlantic.

for the other. If the love of youth be more
vehement, that of middle life is more

an affection

—

place in the Senate the day preceding his
fatal illness, and was apparently suffering,
although no one except possibly hithself
anticipated so sudden a closing of his
career. In his dying moments.he commended his Civil Rights Bill to the care of
a congressional friend ,who stood by his
bed, and then quietly met his God, -to
whose care a whole lifetime bad commended

Et
a

He has for some time suffered

finally caused his death.

fall into

of giving publie-ovations-to almost every

Work] ‘must needs make one. supreme, and give

customed to fight

from

tender

can not be hasty in speech, or forbid-

We trust that in the coming, Guide-Book
to America, which ‘should be written for the
special use of distinguished literary or orawe have formed new ties no’less sacred and torical British gentlemen who may connear? It is a part of the beneficent order of template a visit (0 these shores, it will be
things that such transitions should
take particularly mentioned «that what we call

——

at heart, I du not believe ; that N onconformists have lost this election for the Liberal
abstaining

agreeable and unlovely to them which is
perfection of ° beauty.
A Christ au
sh
«all times be patient, gentle,a

love of a child; and, as friends
have drifted
away, new attachments a
the
tendrils of our hearts ; and when - the wife
or husband of youth has long left the earth,

—t4-0-44

to have been expected that such a government would be ousted when the elections “ Behold how great a matter a little fire
came. - What is secret voting good for, if kindleth.” This proverb was never more
you can not thereby black-ball the men you strikingly illustrated than by the ** New
don’t like aud yet escape the responsibility Departure”in the temperance moyement
of your" vote ? Bo, in a fit of bad temper in the West.
.
and spite, the country rejects its befefactors
When Dio Lewis proposed to, the Chrisand declares itself for men who are always tian women of Hillsboro’, Obio, the : pos~
up the whiskey saloons
for dving nothing with great labor and ask- sibility of breaking
ing the people to pay ungrudgingly increas- by’ prayer, it was regarded as the very acof fanaticism. We had become so aced taxation! ‘That England is conservative me
by

to ‘ the wis-

form, and the later doubt, as well as the "in compliments almost as lavish and as
as
earlier, seems to have sprung ‘out of the in- lush for a Yates or a Bellew as for

for a pint of ale, paid the

rant father of his right to transmit his igRorance to the next-generation,—it ought

in Heaven.

selves, to give the preference to one over
the other, or to be willing to renounce one

of all emoluments in ‘the

‘unconscious

ble,” and

A portrait of Canon Grassi enriches the
General Baptist Magazine of this month,

and a brief reference to his life and work.
‘
|
passed a series of the most beneficial meas- It is a great honor that has fallen to the lot
ures that. an English statesman, has ever of the General Baptist Missionary Society
passed? ‘What reward does any benefact- to he privileged to minister to the temporal
or of his species gain at first but to be cast needs of sudli a.man on his relinquishment

hme

Ones

placed another, which

in

Has not Mr. Gladstone

in preventing

{He

are

Mill

ally

the disobedient from lutning

dom of" the just,” and makes that seem dis-

OHIO.

tt

place; and, looking back over life, it.is impossible, without ruthless violence to our-

Renan,

is Satan's

been re > placed
(so far as one affection ever re-

far“ he realized his own assertion that it is
possible to relinquish Christianity and yet
be religious though not of course to be
Christian.
Is”it not a singular fact that
skeptics now admit the religious faculty in
man and wake provision for it in some
Strauss,

be hears before he givesit currency.
A gloomy,. sour, discourteous Christian

of the parent, over whose grave the grass’
has many times sprung and withered, has

moments we know not, nor how

float his new financial projects upon, none way ? Comte,
ever ventured soberly to dream.
But * the ‘alike in this,

unexpected” has happened; and now men

“ Judge not ;” and if rash in coming to his
conclusions or ready to accept the unfavorable judgments of other men, he should
put a guard over himself and verify what

to reconcile the conflicting claims of rela- suffered, threatened not; but committed
tives and friends whom we bave loved, himself to him that judgeth righteously.”
each supremely in his turn, but who now
>
await us together in the ‘land of the leal”?
Supposing there has been no failure of fidelThe Ovation Folly.
ity, only, as the years flowed on, the love
I
noo

** Nothing.is certain,”
some years back, ‘* but long and painful illness without the fictiThe saying has shown tious aidsof a supernatural belief. Nothinthis instance to "Mr. ing’ as yet is reported of the last days he

Disraéli’s political gain. © Few could have

ef-

—r——

a fellow-laborer in skeptical inquiry and
expatiates

fo do with

the matter; but: if it *he’ unfriendly to the
existence of couttesy it must be held in
check.
.1f a man is naturally excitable,
grace should cause him to curb his temper;
if he is prone to gloom: and sourness, Christianity should dispose hint‘
to light and
sweetness ; if, knowing his own wickednese, he is given to judge others harshly,
he should remember the Lord’s injunction,

‘The perplexing but interesting question,
whether or not we shall recognize and love
our friends in the other world, and one or two
ineidentul considerations connected with it,
are thus dealt with by Frances Power Cobb:
There are problems which
sometimes
cloud the hopes of renewed affection in

another world.

much

will, in my next, give you an |
the
>

———

ly be a doubt as to what thas verdict will

bial -

ram DEATH OF CHARLES SUMNER,

from

.

ent, undoubtedly, has

inside view of this « Wonderful work.

ming up that in a few days the jury will
be asked for their verdict. There can hardThe

—

block to those who are without. . Temper-

it was a real rift in the cloud, or

circle,” I

Great. Bran. 1nd. this pic

. This distinguished, Senator died at his
residence in Washington, last Wednesday

afternoon.

Christian Courtesy.

men. A Christian who is not courteous is
a perpetual contradiction and stumbling-

a freak of the lightning’s pathway, but as
one thing at least all must gladly mark,
“success followed: success, we saw indeed
the church of Englind is rousing herself
from sleep and joining with dissenters in that God was opening a passage through
:
an earnest attack upon th
ss of indiffer- the sea.
too long, is an outside
already
letter,
My
ence and ungodliness
that is at once the
view. of the woman’s movement against
despair and shame of our land.
There is now some prospect of the Tich- the Hqnor sellers and consumers, but as I
have spent several weeks within the ‘‘charmborne case coming to an end. The Lord
Chief Justice has got

v

‘a CONTEMPLATED TREATY,

‘| remunvrate the ‘British colonies for their
"|losses
on account of the free -admission of
our fishermen to their cogsts.”™

2

wise man, knowing his own weakness; he
made it the ‘ground of a warning to other

forts proved successful, men searcely’ knew

but

favor.

*"

Sai

* high

first

be a dull sea, and’

* Event of the. Week.

* In God is

when the

would

$e

other places it might have failed, but God
willed it otherwise, and

That

m a bread day. - There is more virtue in #| between
pegween
than
in
‘a
wl
of
EE
| he

our help.” Andit is in the light of this
conviction that the present movement must
be read. Had the work: begun in some

ligious quickening and a fair harvest of
genuine conversiosn are looked for by such
sympathizers with the effort. It is impossible to say how much of evil may not be
mixed. with the good in a movement in
which Ritualists are chief workers and the

pur-

pose to defraud the, Government, to black-

‘dark, the lane will turn, and night will end|;

They would e

amidst the

called treasury sgents is clear. The

was’ nothing to disturb the surfuce of the Minister ‘Schenck is about to make a
| ocean. What though things look a little visit to this country 0 attend ‘to the nego-

carnival of sin.” We had appealed to our
legislators tor help, but inmost cases, when
we asked bread they gave us a stone ; even
law VS, good in themselves, were robbed of
their power by corrupt officials, sustained
by public opinion. Christian men were be<]
ginning te despair; we had come to the
Red Sea, the hosts of king alcohol were

materially assist the jury in
decision.
of Dr. Strauss in his 65th
CHILWELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND,
Feb. 19, 1874.
closely upon .that of J.
Surprises in politics do not always turn ‘Stuart Mill. There 4s nothing in this case
“but for the benefit of those who make them, to disclose as to the relations of the deceasMr. ‘Gladstone startled the country by a ed writer to the Christian faith, The name
sudden dissolution of Parliament,he must of Strauss stands in the front rank among
himself be somewhat startled at the result. opponents of Christianity. In his second
The country has pronounced itself against ¢ Life of Jesus” he ‘speaks of Renan in a
him, and
tfe Prime Minister of five years dedicatory preface and commends him as
“place of
power.
said Mr. Disraeli
the unexpected.”

‘man.

“ Be courteous,” was an injunction of
that the foundations of society were giving:
way ; our young men were hedoming drunk- that one of the apostles who was the most
impetuous of any, and who therefore felt
ards. The pulpit and press occasional];
sounded a note of warning, but the utters the need of a constant restraint of himself
in this very: particular.. And like artruly
ances seemed

drowned

and
The

J sailors would never: get skill, where there |

take u
glass of lemonade, free, and play a
t
game of checkers, just for fun.”
i
The awful truth was dawning upon us |

service in St. Paul's. The reports as to
the success of the ‘* mission,™as it is called, vary with the tastes and sympathies of
those who give them. Some see in it only
an attempt to make teaching which ordinarily fails of effect, produce the desired
result by artificial excitement. These predict spiritual emptiness as the .issue’ ofthe

sunshine,

| sky is blue ten times where it is black once. mail merchants, and to ‘swindle business
‘You have treubles—so have others: Nowe concerns in all possible ways appears - 10
Ap) of oes Jove, fitting and | are free from them. Trouble gives sinew have heen deliberate and persistent, ‘and
that there, should be ex: and tone to life—fortitude and inv the agents deserve barely a word th their

to entice the young to these

vestibules of destruction.

the case will
coming to a
The death
year follows

tenure of office. must now descend from his

Jo

It is the

loved truly

Every inducemeht was held: oe and every

lucid setting forth of the salient points of

English Correspondence.

over

or fifteen of these ** Doggeries,” whi
were the daily scenes of Srmken braw
and frequent murders.

into the

hundreds

‘sad countenance,

once the love ‘not the ¢loud, that makes the flower.

thousand inhabitants, sometimes having

churches, both Evangelical and Ritualistic,

be.

ptp—resmm—

in an

“extraordinary religious phenoménon.
The
church of England iv the metropolis has
hands

| make them no easier to wear a gloomy and week, and the evidence against the so-.

products of the. vast western. fields*
being converted -into liquid misery
death, Large towns "abounded with Be
Gardens, where all kinds of liquors (e >
cept pure) with various ®musements could
be had for a trifle, saloons springing up
over the, country,—towns of less thas

‘of rest and reflection will prepare the coun:

weuld otherwise have been shown

The ° investigation into the iramdulent
Look on the bright side. Tt is tie right practicesof Revenue, informers and , col| side, The times may be hard, but it will lectors has been going on steadily the past,

ing each year. Tie large and inex
Gerrian element of western societ

that distilleries were multiplying while th

at the fact, yet good may come of it. No
Tory government can reverse the legislation of the past five years, and an interval

confessional

it to him who holds within
of his hand all worlds, all space,
done with earthly
pain and sin?
within his ken thou hast a place!

Uphold-

ions and ungodly to attend places of -worship. The movement has the sanction of

he
con-

of doubt.

THE customs INVESTIGATIONS.

———

profitable business; and the increasin
of stimulants (especially since the
with the extensive employment of a
‘in manufactures, created such a deman

ers of the church of England and upholders of the public-house have controlled and
determined the elections. One may grieve

ing consciences and

regularly

from the post-oMce— whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whethér jre has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.

beer-shop and the parish-church are at the||

I entertain no manner

The Bright Side. *

manuf

of the day and unaccustomed Nours of the. be warned by the * runners” not to drink; 5
"night, with the view of awakening slumber- but ¢ yi in and read
the daily paper, and |

JA

NEWSPAPER

and “ Church Extension,” the

and use of intoxicating liquors ‘was ine

is

an over-slatement of the case; but that the
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Yout

ostracized, he

was

ISSUED BY THE
BAPTIST
PRINTING . ESTABLISHMENT,

To whom all letters on
business, remittances of
morey, &c., should be sént.
All communications
desigheq for publication Astiouls be addressed ‘to the

1.

same.

the Just

cause the country is tired of bis praise,

Office, 39 Washington Bt., Dover, N.H.

yew, w

Gladstone is rejected on the

as Aristides

AG

re

Vi

The effect was
this work come with me.”
tion gave way to enthuOpposi
~
.
electric
bear on the hill the burden of the congre- giasm, and he soon had more helpers than
The hands
gation, need encouragement.
he could find tools “for. News of his iinof Moses grew heavy and yet the tide of |:
implethat good men, those who

dertiking

Strasburg, and

reached

mients were sent to him. Rocks - were unor flowed. He must have- relief
ebbed
ed,
:
HOWE.
A.
J.
PROF.
dermined, and blasted ; torrents, which oftNOTES BY
QUESTIONS AND
.| from “his helpers, The men who stood by en overflowed and damaged their fields,
’
Ld
his side must aid him bear this exhausting
‘were guided into channels cut’ lo. receive:
DEFEAT QF AMALEK.
responsibility. With their own hands they
them ; a solid wall was constructed to supmust: stay up his, like good officers the pasport the road a mile and a half along the
‘
EXODUS 1738-16,
A
tor in the church. "The minister of Christ
a deep mountain . stream, called
Gorpex Text :—The effectual, fervent is still aptly’ represented, in his needs, by bank of
h
, and” a substantial bridge built
availet
Bruche
the
prayer of a righteous man
to Span its {urbulent

ak A Io i | day

is known as

instruction

ones... The

and habits

with amusement,
subordination

attention and

were

of

forméd.

mourners

ten-|

. it, was
while

Where the land appeared likely to slip, it | these infant lips were taught to sing the |
was supported by . massive walls... Ever | psalms of’ David, and the grand and heart
|
shrinking from no thrilling hymhs of Luther,
foremost in the worl.
Robert
Raikes
is
said
to
have
founded.
his,
led
pastor
good
thé
toil or danger,
and in less than two yeats from the first Shbbath school In the year 1771,
holds his class up to Godyand the conver: people on,
its commencement, he had the unspeakable and we are not able to say whether’ it was a
sion. of its members waits far into the day.
pleasure of seeing the res wl completed and little earlier or latér than this time ‘that
Who shall stay up his hands? The scholar
a communication opered with the sur- Oberlin made a like | movemeut. In each
who unites with him in his work, and adds
of the villages in rotation, he assembled the
rounding towns.
his efforts. to keep the class attentive to its
children of the"whole district on the Sabtemthe
for
While laboring so arduously
duties. The hands of the good everywhere
bath. They sang the hymns and repeated
nevir
Oberlin
people,
his
of
good
tend to weariness. Tha battle with sin is poral
forgot that he was a religious teacher,"a the Scripture Jossons they had learned duran endless war. Encourage then the good,
ing the week, and the good pastor addressspiritual, guide, and hat every thing should
‘somehow, somewhete, and if you can not
ed.
them, explaining and enforcing the
subservient to their moral interests,
be .a Mose, ‘be wn Aaron or a Hur.
We be
lessons,
rewarding the diligent with his
immediate effect of his success in
see that the hands of Moses ¢ were made} The
smiles, restraining the wayward, and stimunboundalmost‘
an
the road, was
opening
steady until the going down of the sun.”
They listened ulating the idle by the gentle authority
over them,
inMience
ed
The conflict then is long. It is life-long. with reverence.
.to his teachings, and en- which he knew so well how to exercise.
Sin,
temptation, Satan must be fought
- Sixteen years of arduous and successful
gaged. cheerfully in any work which he
against on the one hand, and prayed against,
labor had passed, labor in which the husadvised.
:
on the other, until the, sun of life goes
He very soon began to reap the reward band and wife had “wrought with one
down.
It is a mistaké to regard, at any
of his toil. Everywhere around him civi- heart ; but henceforth he must work alone.
time, the victory as:won, or to weary of, lization and the power of the gospel made
The excellent and beloved Madame Ober.

. The byrden of the, church W
erly.aid.
tire him.
Hence, the Sabbath school teachfidelity to his class, helps uphold
his
by
er,
«Then came Amalek, and fought with the hands of the pistor. But the hundsof
The lesson ‘opens|.
Ha in Rephidim.”
‘the teacher ' himself grow w eary, ashe
location, at |

in the

either

situ ated

a place

ephidjm,

a.new

in

Israelifes

the

Wady Feiran, or in the Wady

Es Sheikh,

The latest explorers of the peaibsuln are
divided in opinion over the site, because
city

1]

locations are found, one at the ancient

of Feirgn, the other. at the pass El Watiyeh,
either of which answers all biblical accounts
of Rephidim. ,The disputes of travelers
and explorers can not be profitably discussed, either in these notes, or in’ the Sabbath
For an accotint of the journey to
school.

Rephidim, and-of the experience there, see

Amalek was one of the
preceding verses.
tribes that dwelt in the peninsula, one of
the fiercest and most powerful tribes. “Amthe first of the nations,” said Ba-

was

alek

Jaam. Nu. 24:20. This assault was begun
by them, in & way characteristic of savage
warfare. Deat. 25:17. Tt is probable that
knowingrof the migration of the Israelites,
fearful .of losing

and

their

of pas-

rights

but not in, our proper moral work.

God

will -give vigor, good men Will lend aid,
Sherdigh of death comes on-only too soon,

if we

dontinue to contend.

:

themselves

manifest.

Among

his

other

studies, Oberlin had acquired an iutfmate
knowledge of botanical

ce here rit . i
CIN
liness, in Weir relations to virtue and piety, | = a
of oral sieiory. Who CH ink of it
are well represented by this figure.
9, 10. This Yerse shows how Moses; rec- without a thrill? Who can avoid desiring
ognizing

the

pared

make stout fight against his foes.

to

He adopts two

coufliet

thrust

methods;

on him, pre-

the first

looking

to the employment of human yalor and
. skill; the second regarding the issue as in
the hands of Jehovah, and prayer as the

means of gaining his interposition.

Joshua

is selected as general, who, choosing out
the bravest of the men, is to undertake
the human part, while Moses himself, with

it for all the members. of the home circle, |
or of the Sabbath school? * When the young
are -conquered by vice, how dreadful ! Be
for God, and prevail.
14, God threatens the, extermination of
Amalek.
The reason for it is given in
Deut. 25:17—19. This prophesy was for
this. reason to be ‘‘ written in a book”
(read in the book), viz., that after ages

Aaron and Hur, ascending the hill, having
with him * the rod of God,” is to lift up

supplicatory hands before Jehovah. ¢ The
rod of God” was taken becauseit was as-

might see
fills, howj
Sask Jovy
deali

how
evil
Bie,
ith

ings Wo
hear Nand

sociated with mavy other marvelous workings of Jebovah; was a symbol, to the war-

science;

not.mere-

time
with

of need. Why Hur was associated
Aaron and Moses is-not clear.” He

was

the grandfather of Bezaleel, the artist

of the cainp. Ex. 81:2—5.
iment

Israelite,

and

He was a prom-

is associated,

in

anoth-

er instdnce, with Aaron, as a person of influence. Ex. 24:14. Then the battle opened, here on the plain the warriors

was

taught them how to cultivate them successfully.

In this, as

pended more on
than of precept.

in

every

thing,

he

de-

the power of example,
The people were tena-

cious of their old ways,

and he knew

too

well that obstinacy is geneiqlly in proportion to-ignorance to attemptito force them.
When he wished to introduce a new plant
or tree, he began in his own garden, and
when their curiosity

was

excited,

he

ex-

5 peop B. Joshua was to | the parsonage, which had been noted fo
ie Hirgatenint, because he | its sterility. It costa good deal of labo,

is one reason ‘for making a record

of it.

_ 15,16. In consequence of this {hreatening Moses reared an altar, as a witness to
the vow, and as an act of gratitude for ‘it.
See other instances of this in Gen. 8:20;
12:7; 85:1. The inscription on this altar

contend-

, there on the hill Moses stood stretching
out and up that rod with which he wrought

tie wonders of Egypt, and split asunder
the waters of the Red Sea.
:
This ‘will illustrate the necessity both of
wise preparation and of a judicious use of

as they passed, paused to gaze with wonder and admiration on the unaccustomed
sight. Then they began to contrast their
own garden, overgrown with brambles and
weeds, -with their - pastor’s, and soon they

was * Jehovah-nissi”, the Lord my banner.

came, bes zging him to instruct them how
to grow trees themselves. He bad a hapPF faculty of improving all stich occasions,

How appropriate

by pointing them

it ! It
God.

The

this

name

engraven on

was built to honor, not Joshua, but
;
)

to him

the earth: to

bring - foxth

crowneth , the

year: with

‘‘who maketh
her
his

bud,

and

goodness,”

true rendering of the last verse it is

and then showing them the connection bedifficult fo determine. The weight of au- tween labor and reward in temporal and
thority favors the marginal reading, though spiritual things.
lle gave them young
that is not altogether satisfactory, *¢ be- trees from his nursery, and taught them
means, in our nioral warfare.
Nothing can cause his hand (4. e. of Amalek) is against
the art of grafting, and the best methbe more essential to victory than forecast the throne of God, therefore the Lord hath ods of cultivation: In a short time the
and plan; nothing can oftener explain de- war, with Amalek- from. generation to gen- whole district hanged its aspect.
Their
feat than thoughtlessness and neglect of eration !” In consequence of the wicked- cottages, formerly so squalid and ‘misera.
the means of success.
Resolution, self-re- ness of this tribe, and of their dastardly ble, were improved, and surrounded with
‘lianee, courage and effort are the human assault on his people, God pronounced this fruitful and well kept gardens and orchards.
part of good warfare; prayer, and trust in judgment.” He will reward the wicked ac- They became beautiful and happy homes.
Jesus are the ascending of the hill, with cording to their deeds. They are arrayed Their moral and spiritual improvement
the rod of God in vur haeds. The incident against eternal laws, which, though merci- | went hand in hand with the advancement
here described is often used to teach the re- less, are, in their nature, merciful. The in their physical condition. So great had
lation of the ministry to the church, in the grace of God hardens a resisting heart been their progress, that in 1778, eleven
battle of life. One, on the plain; contends which it addresses only that it may redeem years after he commenced his labor, he
with sins and temptations, knowing what and save it.
formed an Agricultural Society, which heare ‘‘ fizhtings without and fears within™;
‘connected
with thé central Society at
the other, on tlie hill, lifts’ up to God, in
their behalf, hands of supplication.
The

pastor; in his closet, helps his people, —the
young
home,

at school, jon the streets and at
those of riper years, in their shops,

and stores, and whereyer else they meet
the foe.
11, 12. So long as Moses held up the rod,
as-an appeal to God, Israel prevailed ; when
he

let

down

his hands, Amalek prevailed.

The combatants saw that. appeal to God
and took courage. . Israel felt the effect of
- Moses’

prayer,

even

when

Moses, by the

change of the lines, was hidden from sight.
God wished to show the people who were
not in the fight, the mothers, the“aged, and
especially the young, the value of divine
aid secured by prayer. Hence, the varying
fortunes of the battle according to the con-

rinuance of Moses’ appeal to God.

So, to-

day, the battle of the churches against vice
and error, according to the conduct of the

leaders on the mount,’ prevails or gives
way. What power is in the hands of good |
men, who begin ‘with dedication of what
they are to Christ, and who get, by intiwate communion with him, the energy that

eonquers

the

world.

= Sopie’ must

while others contend.

pray,

The duties of all

are not alike, but the warfare is one.

Mo-

ses, Aaron and Hur have an office for which
they are fitted; Joshua and his followers*

‘have other work ;—both

win the victory;

. either, alone, “would. fail. When prayer
and dependence on God are forgotten, the
~

:

histogy

school

of the past

week, in any Sabbath

Communications.
John

Frederic Oberlin.
BY

good to him,”

but

from

that

time,

there

was a-deepened seriousness in- his _conver-

sation and deportment.
The presence
which made the. earth fair and life a delight had departed, and sometimes he felt
a great longing to follow her, but still he
was able to say, **Not my will bat thine be
done,” and io take up his work with a

quickened
licitude

for

diligence, and
the spiritual

a deepened
welfare

of

sohis

4
God predicts, how God ful- plained to them its use, the method of its charge.
Years went by, each bringing fresh blessand destruction inevitably culture, and showed them the result of his
The » Hock re- | labor. He (ried the cultivation of fruit es fo i Pastol md his Deupe, ood the
Wiske
ha a as i
ig Vee AI
iSiory © God's trees on a piece of ground belonging to
11

long of fulfillment, and that

MRS,

shared

the

V, G. RAMSEY.

—O—

CHAPTER II.
The sagacious and practical mind of
Oberlin had not been long in discovering
the connection between the physical misery, and the moral degradation of his peo-

assembled thousands, they laid the

who had gone before.

of his

saying with Job, * though he, slay me yet

though bitter for the thme, will ‘the soon er
yield us thé peaceable fruits of righteous.
ness, °

sleeps well after his long and toilsome life.
Thoughtful travelers still visit the Ban de

It is often throufll the furnace. of safliction, that men, hardened Jn Sin

1a Roche, and musing bepeath the willow

which shadows his grave, - feel the inspira- a saving knowledgé of
tion of bis holy
life ‘prompting ' them to midnight of their strong
service in the’ Master's cause, and ac- haps cruel ghoughts of
knowledge that though dead he yet Spex. entertained, the voicd of

isthotics

| science,—**Acquaint

and be at pedee;

and Religion.

in. conpection with it.
mast be hoth a warrior

The individual
and a upping,

led to

troubled

con-

now thyself with Him

thereby good shill come

unto thee.”

BY CHARLES C. STARBUCK.
tl)

te

the 0d 4 in the
griefs, when perthe Almighty are
the spirit,. sweeter

than musie, whispers'to the

NX

fences,

will T trast in’ him,” our “sad

There, encircled by

the everlasting hills, and guarded by the
reverentiil love of the Christian church, he

eth,

y Wh

Father's di

¢
submitting to our

form of

loved ones

a

I

lp

[Concluded from last

week.)

Stamina.

There is another aspect of the evangelical faith in which itis found unwelcome to

—

—

the worshipers of the Ideal. It is mot thet ~At-all times of lite circumstances are lifaith of the gifted few alone; they must able to occur which put to the test whatevshare it with the unculiivated many. True, er of mental strength we may possess,
Whenever this is the case, dt should be
it has begun to be acknowledged #hat common

life

has its poetry,

and whatever

our aim to

of

tame prose, of the mere

determine,

as

lonestly

as

we

direction, too often the mental decision for

actual and com-

monplace. Now it is with these uninter- the right Is ovbreoine by an actual particiesting details that = evargelical religion pation in wrong.
College life comes in for its port jon of
chiefly ‘concerns herself, af it is in these
rude and homely forms that, in her work these questiopable circumstances. A class,
of renewing the souls of men, she is willing two OF three excepted, agree upon an abto be clothed.
A man .whose thoughts sencé from a recitation, or resolve to stop
have learned to take hold on. immortality is short of the assigned limits of the lesson.
willing that this should be so now, know- | Without doubt, a half dozen more: feel that

Strasburg,

where

nothing

excited so

mach

astonishment as the wonderful change in
the people of the Ban de la Roche.
This work had not gghe on without the
most

severe toil

part of the

pastor

and

self-denial

and

his wife,

on

the’

His

whole income from his salary and: his parsonage would not have exceeded two hundred dollats a year, yet when a school-

house becamé

necessary, and the people

“the
garden of
Shundanee Se

Lord,
pedes

filled with
and the

beauty,
humble

minister, without -seecing or desiribg i,
had obtained an almost worldwide celeb-

posing influence being brought to bear upon them, they yield their convictions. From
such souls as these one loves to turn, and
behold Casabianca standing firm and de¢ided at his post; Washington, gazing up
to his father’s faee, exclaiming, “ I can not

summated ‘in the kingdom of light, shall
purge their mortal grossvess and shall become the perfection of beauty. ‘But we are
now considering

how

Imagination,

unaec-

companied with a spiritual faith, may lead
# mamsto regard practical religion, and we
need hardly say that with such an one, the

consideration

of what

tell a lie I

ed

Somewhere we have

this may "become

i

ead of a Tittle boy

whom his fellows persuaded to steal, and

hereafter, will hardly serve greatly to miligate hs distaste at ita present homeliness.
If a nan has not such a personal and in-

who, on pérsistently refusing, was killed
and hurled beneath the surface of a pond.
Better by’ far is it to incur ridicule and

dependent interest in religion as shall lead | criticism by doing right, than to be carried
him to make its true nature his own par-| On the bosom of popular feeling by catering
M.H.W.

ticular study (and we are supposing this | to wrong.
Ga
% be the-case), what more natural than that

he should take Christianity, at least, as_be

5

ing in form no less than in substance essentialiy ‘as it is presented by its acknowledged teachers and disciples? Therefore the

rity.
Foreigners’ of destinction
visited
the Ban to see the great work which had
been done, and young persons were sent
dry formulas of theology, the minute labors
to him from distant parts of Germany and
of commeftators, the thousand-fold iteraFrance to be educated in his schools.” The
tions of preaching, the wranglings of sects,
king of France sent him the ribbon of the
the solemn’ importance attached to the
Legion of Honor, and the Royal Society of
breadth of phylacteries, all this is likely to
Agriculture voted bim a gold medal.
dishearten such a man from becoming the
When the Revolution swept over France,
devoted servant of a -faith which will, he
drenching the land in blood, and enthronfears, wed him to so mary repulsive assoing reason in the. place of. God—when to
‘ciations.
He may choose, rather, to rebe a Christian was to be at
as a
naif in the airy region of Idealism than to
traitor, Oberlin and his flock were unmoinvolve himself with such a toiling and dislested, and many persons of distinction
tracted throng.
found shelter in their mountain homes.
But whoever is willing to subject the acThe faithful and devoted pastor grew old
tivities of intellect and fancy to the obedias a father in the midst of his family, lovence of Christ, to ascertain for himself {the
ing more, and more beloved as the yéars ‘true nature of religion’ by becoming a. de‘went by.’
The gospel which he had
vout, student of the divine oracles, may
preached grew more and more precious to hope to have his eyes enlightened to dishis heart, and as his strength departed he
cern the golden thread of divine providence
préached with an added unction- from on
running through the tangled web of ‘the
high which melted all hearts. As his in- church's history, to see how the errors of
creasing infirmities compelled him to reone generation have left-an inheritance of
linquish his public work, he gave himself
wisdom tothe following ones, how rorrupalmost unceasingly to prayer.
tion has been the parent of more thorough
He prepared an address to his peopl, reform, how dry controversy has been the
whick®e desired to be read to them after scaffolding, useless in itself, by which a
his death, in which he poured out the deep -motre established faith has beer: built up.
affection and interest of his faithful heart. Such a man, moreover, conscious how imTowards its close he. said, “O my "dear
“perfectly he himself understands divine
parish! God will not forsake thee. He has
truth, will not be disposed to regard distowards thee thoughts of peace and mercy.
dainfully his brethren: whose conceptions
All things will go well with thee, only
of it may be yet move distorted and inade¢leave thon to him and leave him not. Oh!
quate than his own.
Whatever, then, may
mayest thou forgetmy name, and remembe repulsive or uncouth in "those who are
ber only hat of Jesus Christ whom I have yet really good men, will not stand in the
preached to thee. He is thy pastor; I'am
way of his acknowledging himself one in
but his servant, He is the good Master
heart, in effort and in, fortune with every
who trainéd” and prepared me froni my
member of that church and kingdom of
youth, and sent me unto thee,”
which it is said that God himself is not
He concluded the address with this ashamed tp be their God, and whose Head
touching prayer:
‘‘O my God! let thine and King is the Lord Christ.
eye watch over my dear people; let thine
In conclusion, let it be understood that: it
ear be open to hear them ; let thine arm be is not meant hereby to he implied that the

out {he abso-|

Rev.

ra
William

x
Chase.

P.

-

Rev. William Plummer Chase was born
in Canterbury, N, H., May 31, 1812. He
was baptized in 1829, and joined the F.
Baptist church.
At the age of 19 he commenced holding meetings, and was ordainHe

ed at Canterbury, Oct., 1834.

married

Miss Sarah Aon Morehouse, of Warrensburg, N. Y., May 12, 1835. For five years,
commencing in the autumn of 1831, he labored in northern’

New

York, then

a new

country, the people being very poor and
rather destitute of religious privileges.
Here amid poverty and hardship he labored
‘earnestly, saw many revivals and gathered

a Q: M. that united with the Vermont Y.
M.

He next labored

at

East

Weare,

N.

H., saw a powerful revival and organized a

church that united with the Boston Q. M
In 1841,he removed to Limerick, Me., and

there saw some revival, but. overwork and
overstudy had broken down a naturally
good constitution, and in the spring of 1843

he returned to New Hampshire an invalid.

Since then, he has acted as a supply for

different pulpits as strength aod circum-.
stances permitted.
Bro. Chase was a ready and interesting #
speaker, and an early and warm advocate
of all the benevolent and progressive movements of the denomination.

He had a most persuasive elothat the childrelr whos were too: his death, and was attended by ‘a great| Christian, inc times of the deepest distress,
quence, but his words would have effected
| served
se
young
for
the village schools, were almost concourse of pedple, many of them persons | when the discord and jar of trouble seem
nothing. It was his example that moved
thpm,
Ife fyound up
shouldering ‘a pick-ax,

his harangue by wholly neglected by ‘their mothers, and
and’ exclaiming, were forming habits “of idleness which

of high yank from

the

neighboring

cities, | to undermine his very existence, then

who cameto take a farewell look at his e-

it is;

that that {ondertul resolutjon, prepared by

eo

‘In his last days his faith in Christ was

and he.

trinmpbant,

unwavering, bis hope

sweetly fell asleep in Jesus, Feb.

5, 1874,

invSouth Vineland, New Jersey.

°°
H. E.

Religion Attractive,
;

—

“The way to make church-membership

a

thing ‘sought and shared is to show that it
is a thing“worth having. I would not’join
a church that spent its time in petty debates,
and wasted its energies in’ party strpggles.
I would not, if I were a child, be attracted
to my father’s church if, Around his table,

nothing

1 heard
sermons,
jsters,

sharp criticism of

but

min-

covert insmuation against

scandal

fellow-members,

about

- or

if in his house T met bad temper * and careless living on the ‘pirt of them who went,
Bat let them
next day, to the communion.
and I-am

adorn their profession,

it.

Let them

drawn to

so live ‘that I identify ‘with

Christ and his church all that is holiest
and happiest in my little world. Let re-

ligion mean nbt a melancholy. mystery for
old people coming out in long family
prayers and scraps of Dr. Watts, and

ominous shaking of the head over every

youthful

peccadillo;

but a secret of bright

fuces and kind words and

helpful acts;2

thing to take the bitterness out of sorrow,

and roll away the cloud of sin, and knit

|

young hearts to Christ, their , Saviour, and

:

got’ them in the way to ‘heaven’, « Many’

community, to whom for nearly sixty years ‘works his ‘way through the: discord, that
the Ban was supplied with a good school.
he had broken the bread of life.*
the after chords may appear with increased such homes we have; and there, I think,To
Oberlin
belongs
the
honor
of
estab.
fold advantages to them, and their chilsweetness to the cultivated ear; soto the you will see the old charm still working,
|
after
days
four
His funerat-took place
) lishing:
the first infant schools.
‘He ob-

or church of our land will show" lute necessity of the work, and its mani-

‘ure before temptation comes not from forgotfulness of prayer, but of human effort

ge

That experience which is most htubiliating

gen-

"that then it is the Amalekites prevail. Or,
©. “"exceptional cases these may be, wher® fail- ‘drén.
+.

suf-

through to the joyous and peaceable result,

were unwilling—or perhaps in their great
poverty they ‘were unable to build, ne took:
‘Why
ple. ' They had heen for generations, lit: the whole expense on himself,
erally shut out from the civilized world. should [ hesitate in this matter ?” he “said.
The roads which led out of the Ban were im- «seek only the glory of God, and thereextended to succor and protect them; larger infusion of the msthetic element into
passable a greater part of.
the year, Torn fore I have confidence that he will grant:
Lord, Jesus, thou hast entrusted this par- religion which is beginning ‘to be noticeame
what
I
desire.
When
we
ask
in
faith,
by mountain torrents, and blocked by landand it be really right that the thing should ish to my care, feeble and miserable as I ble of late, is to be deplored. In due subslides, at the best they were dungerous and
am ; suffer me to,commend it to theé—to
‘wearisome to the traveler. He saw that take Mace, our prayer is "certain to be resign it into thine hands, Give it’ pas- ordination tothe real facts of human nature, to a. scriptural ‘faith and toa sound
granted.”
there could be mo great change for the
tors after thine own
heart—love them,—
‘His faith was not disappointed, Friends enlighten, - guide, and bless them! and understanding, it i8 to be hoped that it will
better till they could be brought into conbe introduced still more largely ‘into the
nection © with the surrounding *region. came
to his-help,’ and the work, which a grant that the old and the young, the pas- religion of the futaré, mitigating much that
They must find a motive for exertion .by selfish or timid man would have consid- tors and the flock may meet together in thy
is needlessly cold and narrow. "It isan ad-’
comparing their condition with others, ered impossible, was secomplishefl,
paradise ! Even so, Amen,”
mirable addition to the superstructure of
A school-house is naught
thout a
They must find improvement possible by
‘The
pe)
ot
this
saintly
man
our
faith ; we only protest figuine its being’
being able to sell what they could produce, teacher, so the indefatigable pastor. chose a
:
Em
|
and buy what they needed. For this ur- class of ‘the most promising and intelligent closed on the 1st of: June, 1820, when he put at the foundation.
was
in
the
eighty-sixth
year
of
his
‘age.
pose a road was indispensable, and a road young persons, which he drilled and preclasp his hands in pray“1 will Come to You.”no
he resolved to make which should connect pared for that office. Under his constant His last act was to
er,
and
raising
his
eyes,
beaming with joy, %
’
JOHN 14:18,
supervision the school, flourished, and grew
the Ban with the highway 10 Strasburg,
proved in toward heaven-for a moment, he closed
He called his people together, and an: in the favor of the people,
with
be
to
oh
iove:
Tor
won
tie
LOA
Vote
|
Afflictions
from
God
are
so
many’
proofs
departed
smile,and
a
them with
nounced his purpose to them. They were. their circumstances, and able to appreciate
Theo passing bell sent mourning in3
0
“The | {he advantages of education, they volus- God.
is mad,” they" said.
astonished. “He
to every house in the valley. His death .chasteneth, and, scourgeth every son: whom
tarily
built
other
school-houses,
80
that
in
thing is impossible.” Oberlin pressed the
a few years, each Of the four villages in fell like the death of a father, on the whole he receiveph.” « The musician: energetically

matter upon them, pointed

though

to carry: him

them the necessity of labor, and the value | ¥ ord of méTmuring escaped his lips. .He | 3,0 that if all can not apprehend the high | to recite in the one case, orto take the preof mavure. He imported the seeds of the kissed the hand that smote him, saying, | gms of ideal beauty, all are capable of | scribed lesson, in the other, is right, and
Dutch . clover, of flax, and beans, and | ‘Itis the Lord, let him do what seemeth |y 1; ess and that holiness, when it is con- | hence that they should doso. But an op-

on its | and patient care, but in due time the
W2s 0 D€ 1bS rumental in helping Amaleriovs, of the power that would give them | accomplishment.
The end of the
P
.
ples, pears, and plums appeared, an
the battle; helped faith and enthusiasm,
kites is recorded in 1. Chron. 4:43. The crop was fine and gbundant. The
péogle,
and taught them to look unto God in the
prophesy

evidently

submit to the trial of his faith;
ficient grace is ever at hand,

common life can be turned into poetry these may be able, what is right, and then act up
lin died suddenly, leaving seven children, men are not averse to acknowledge. After all to our convictions with the utmost fidelity.
the youngest but ten- weeks old.
The of this that can be doae, the vast bulk of
Many can and do discern what is right to
death was wholly unlooked for; and when ‘that which interests and employs the mass be done under the clitumstances, but if an
the sad intelligence was brought to him, he of men, must still be left in the region of influence from others is felt in an opposite

Lly the &knowledge which “enables one to
con13. “Joshua discomfited Amailek.” Josh classify and denominate, but he understood was stunned and remained for sometime
auua, the young captain, defeated the fierce
silent and motionless. Then he fell on
mor- -and bloody tribe of savages that threw the nature and properties of plants, and
his
knees, and returned thanks to God that
peo- themselves across the path of God's peo- the conditions necessary for- the succapsil
sucha
wife had been given him so many
it be ple. Let the young notice the fact. Those culture of those designed for food of med- years, and that new her heavenly Father
icine.
This
knowledge
was
of
the
utmost
noticed that a contest is now waging fn who are inexperienced, if on the side of
value to him, and he at once turned it to ‘had crowned the abundance of his mercies
society, and that the church finds its AmaChrist, are strenger than
the
veterans
account. The soil, never rich, by-their towards her by giving her-an easy departlek, fierce ahd strong, ever assaulting the
against Christ. A praying child will with- miserable
methods of agricalture had ure to that better land where she would
«hindermogt” and the *‘feeble.” Intemperstand more temptationbut than
a
man
strong
No
by year. He taught know no more of suffering or toil.
is sympathy with grown poorer year
ance, lisentiousness, covetousness, world- Jo. Years and powers;

turege, they “began this assamit. The
‘test thus opened and here described
swers well to introduce the subject of
al conflicts between good and evil, the
ple of God and the forces of sin." Let

and

So when sorrow and pain come upon

TR

with

a

lost,

theichild of God, he js often unwilling
to, *

TL

NOTES AND HINTS.

}

but of course the grand effect intended is

eral grief, * Then with simple apd appro- to the natutal heart, God sees to be on
priate ceremonies, amid the tears of ‘the | needful to our . higher development,

de Charité: | der and plastic; so, instead of idle rhymes, | clay to vest by the side

Pont

church-

left. the parson-

age. The burying ground was surroundLed by Roman Catholic women, all. dressed
‘in deep mourning; and kneeling in silent
prayer ; and sev eral Catholic priests, dressed in their canonical robes, sat among the

He knew the power of music and poetry
in molding the human heart, and believed

this | in applying these forces

waters, which to

Le

little

mingled

was

given

reached the

ay

suid be, ie

women he could find to take charge of the

train had

ha

wil igh

Sess and jo a

iN

a

ought poh.

He

fact.

this

4

intelligent.

and

pious

and hired the most

the funeral

yard, before the last had

a

much.

plan into execution, paying the cost from
his own little income. © He rented a room
in each of the four villagesof his parish,

burst upon the

eh

uplift.

battle, as his hands drooped or were

The place of interment was two miles
self-furgetfulness: he carried his distant from his house, but the.” foremost-of

his usual

shall

chastened soul with impressible . richness,
Sometimes the musician will refrain from
the barsh-discord that presents itself, and
substitute something less objectionable;

On

Sabbath Schoo Lesson.—March 22.

the Great Harmonist,

over

Eh

12th verse shows

=%

One

loved face, and to mingle their ‘tears
his sacred dust,

wou'd render the task of the teacher ‘more
difficult in afier years. His active mind
devised n remedy for this evil, and with

ay Tay

other

I «Let every one who sees thi importance of

Te

The

truth notice in this placé.
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not without exeeption, for every child has
a will

of ‘his

own, but

as a divine

rule a

gracious disposition of the divine purpose.
—Rev. w. Brock.
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hend why he was unwilling, at the £close | -
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Van

MORNING

Dame

CHAPTER VIII.
REVIEWED AS A TEACHER.
On the outskirts of the pleasint little
village of Noitmgham Center, in 1849, the
frierids of education and of Van Dame
+ erected a beautiful Academy, He bad previously kept terms two miles northat the
Tuttle meeting-house, and two miles south

of his first pastorate, ever again to assume
the office of pastor. - His soul was bound
up in the work of teaching, He liked the

pulpit,—for

from

it equally as from the

Professor's’ chair, he could instruct other
inds,—but

he

could

not endure the pas-

tor's work of visiting from house to house,

—it seemed to such as he to be loss of
time, So he continued
was never again pastor,

to preach, ‘but

atthe old academy at the ‘ square.” As
Aud no man was ever
fonder of the
soon as this was gempleted, our Professor
young,
or
more
fully
felt
that
effort for
was at once installed -as its Principal permanently. T quote from his journal; * I ‘the rising generation was. sure of utmost
began a school in Nottingham Union In- success and the ‘richest reward. To what
stitute, at its opening, ‘Dec. 17, 1849 au army of fellow-educators did this profession unite him! On this altar he laid the
This was his 57th term in order,—and on
from this he kept 87 terms more, mostly sacrifice of a very consecrated life; and I
do mot question for a moment but he has
in this Institute. = Although in its constitution and “its. catalogues it bove the name accomplished more for. God and for the
world, than had. he kept entirely .to the

of * Nottingham

Union

Institute,” in com-

Christian ministry, =
- sid
mon parlance here and in towns adjoining
P. 8. TI wish here to insert a private letit was called Van Dame’s Academy.
ter which has just been received «from
Here term by term and
he filled the Professor's

year after year Van Dame's room-mate

chair

well and no-

emy:.

at Strafford Acad-

fi

7

Shred

bly, ardently instructing eager multitudes
Lewiston, Mg., Feb. 18, 1874. of the youngof both sexes who gathered
BRO. BURBANK: DEAR Sik:—For perinto his school from this and several other sonal and other reasony I am interested in
towns. Here myself’ and not a few other your sketches of ‘that wenderfal little: man

he

we

STAR.

;

Hints
]

;

to Seeker
s.
:

;

ite

periences and feelings are not exactly
those of your converted friends, or
those you have read of in biographies,
God is rich in the varieties of the persons
be -cieates, and in the varieties of the gifts
Some

souls

he

renews suds

denly—some
gradually; some "he opens
with the gentlest tough of his Jove; some

he bursts asunder by acute judgments
and by the most painful convictions of guilt.
Lydia, and Saul of Tarsus

wére

converted

very differently, yet they: ware both con.

verted to the same Sayiour by the same
Divine Spirit. God no more requires ou

:

88

est humor, such as that of Aristophanes, is

:

»~

|"

“Stitch dn.

Ld

“At

.

——

—

\

a Sewing

Society Hosting an old lad
‘who has just finished a little shirt on whic

she has been working, holds it up and exclaim 8, *“I wish I could put a blessing in
it!” Another; a quiet little’ woman, who

ad been stitching away, scarcely, openin

her | ips, but evidently one of that blesse

Fall would

were

to

wear

them,as

their

fingers

are

A

just obtatned

i
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‘mannerisms,

to pass
through religious experiences ust, bapd wkose life is one of simple, unwaverlike those of your friend Mr. A. or Your ing trust in the faithfulness of God and’ the
neighbor Mrs. B. than be requires you to efficacy of the prayer of faith, says, *“ And
lock like those -persons, or to dress like §0 you can; that is just the thing.” ““ But
them.
He commands you to repent of how shall I make it ‘stick? ‘Stitch it in I”
your own individual sius, and to believe on says she of the trmsting heart. .** Take
the Lord Jesus Christ. Are you doing this? each stitch and fit each seam with a thought
2. Do nok delay your prompt: submission of prayer for the unknown little wesrer.”
to Christ in idle waiting for ** more feel-’ , Stitch a prayer id each seam! It does
mg.” It is the devil’s snare that you can seem -as if that little shiet,no matter how
not obey God until your sensibilities have coarse thé material, must be peculiarly soft
been more moved, or until you bave wept and warm.
These institched
prayers,
or sorrowed to a giveh ‘ahount.
's ‘these blessing-invoked stitches, would seep
Word says nothing about feeling; but it’ like bread cast upon the waters, whieh will
makes, everything of faith.
It does nbt never fail to be found after man
say, Weep and
saved ;, it says, Believe What ‘temptation-proof ‘coats of mail wou
uo
ons children and brothand be saved! Nor can any one feel sure be the Fmarts
/that he is believing on Jesus until he has ers an fathers, if the hearts of the mothers
up peti
begun to obey him. - Some personsare al- and sisters were as busy sending
ones who
most entirely wrought upou through the tions for blessings upon the loved

of Strafford Ridge memory. You ean not,
short of palpable lying, overdue your testimony to his irrepressible activity and in- conscience and the will, and they decide
Juste
I always regarded myself'as a hard for Christ ss ealmly as they. decide to
working student; But I found. in hima |. make a business contrhct or to, g6 upon
match, and more, though the only one a journey. An intelligent lady said to me
during my whole course of study. My lately that gue had *“ no such feelings as
education.
There is no need that the ronvividest recollections of him are those of she expected or hoped for;” but when I
tine .of teaching be pursued any further; turning over in
bed late at night, and see- found her to be hungry for the Word, and
and
I turn from this to mention a fow of ing him by the dim light of Lis exhausted ‘the place of prayer, and busyiug herself in
doing good, I saw thut she had been changhis qualities,modes,and successes in this his candle (we used eandles in those days)
still standing
at his desk,
pegging away ed by the Holy Spirit into a different womchosen and beloved life-profession.
at Latin-and:Greek. Saturday afternoons, an (rom before. The longer \ labor for
1. He was’ thoroughly qualified. When when
we had no recitations, were
souls, the less I care to see inquirers weep,
he commenced teaching, he had but just haps his busiest ‘times. Writing, for pers and the more I care to see them renouncing
his
the required quahfications of beginners; but paper, making
entries in his diary, or sin and obeying Christ.
ki
3. Do not be disheartened’ because you
the reader wi'l remember that for the first solving difficult problems, which he met
with, or4fvhich were sent to him for solu- do not find immediate peace and Joy.
It
Jlozen years after, it was a continual inter- tion,
jleliled to.
his hrain and band | is not really peace or joy that you sliould
change of student and teacher. For several (that left hand) al keep
ways busy always hurried. be after; it should be a cure. When your
of the first years mathematics was a specialsoul is eurpl by Christ, it is very likely
* Yours very truly,
visitors, on occasions, have béen gratified
to call, and to tind him encompassed with
large numbers of pupils, now educated and
influential in community, who but for Van
Dame had never thought of acquiring an

j

sing.
While, wewith
we finished
ol
“loathe, ding or the Spice of the pie.
affectation,”
do Cowper,
admire clean,
No one feeds
‘on mere pepper or vanil a,— Prof.
phrases, upobsc
Blackie.
hy ure
sindistd
inct enunciation, languid drawls, and other repulsive

* 1. Do not be troubled
because your ex-

bestows.

Hs

18, 1874.
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offer it to both old and new subscribers,
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single, 2.00
.
The Acts, Romans,
Wii & Corinthians "do
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
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TheBook of Worship,

praise it in detail ; we are ‘quite willing to
risk it anywhere to speak
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We knew nothing of it (ill a few weeks
since, or we should have given it the first

place in the offers of last winter,
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A@* Life of Wm. Burr,75 cents, including postage.
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We havé also made arrangements with
the ‘Publisher of 7he Fruil Recorder d&

’
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. Now

is the Time to Subscribe
!
FOR

Cottage Gardener,—a most excellent month-

-

busy in plying the bright nsedle. Fincased ly sheet
of 16 pages, issued at * $1.00 per
Our Sabbath School Papers,
in a prayer of Faith and Trust and Love !
Could anything be more impervious to the year, and devoted to the culture of garden
“ The
Little Star,” ;
shafts of the tempter?
It. would dlmost. fruits and vegetables,—to furnish
that
seem like stitching in little guardian anwith the Star,
gels! \Just. think of wearing a jacket of paper to our subscribers,
guardiar angels! And yet these prayers | and a most superb Fruit Chromo, 13 by 16
of fa ith are this. They are sent to no
“The Myrtle.”
heaven of brass from which they will fall inches. This Chronto is issued by the same
These semf- monthlies are published
bach shivered and broken, They penetrate parties as the other, is of the same size,and
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST . PRINTto and are recorded in a tender, loving, unING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
not inferior in ‘richness and merit. It is
forgetting heart. They will never come
paper of a very superior quality, and
no cheap daub, but a piece of genuine artheir mechanical excellence is equal to
‘back empty.
:
’
that of any other paper
of their
Do these thoughts provoke a smile? tistic. work. These #®hromos are too large
class,
Well, there are some, would that there
All
communications
intended
for
were many, who are blessed ‘with these to go safely by mail when mounted, and
publication
should
be addressed to
heaven-given mothers, who have surround- so we shall send them only in their plain
. “Fhe Little Star,” or * The Myrtle,’
Dover, N. H, 2
ed them with an atmosphere of prayer from
form.
Any framer will mount them. And
All orders and remittances for either
‘that the sweet joy of. feeling’ that you are their cradles. These have felt the influ:
.
ty, together witha clear knowledge of the
J "FULLONTON.
of the
apete should be addressed to
a healed man, will steal in, as the thrill'of ence of institched prayers.
‘Never shall so our offers, extending only to June 1,are
I. D. r
WART, Dover, N. H.
English language, its prefixes, suffixes and
we k pow, until the last day, from. how
returning
life
stole
through
the
veins
of
general analysis,in all which he was as much
:
as
follows:
Terms :—
Jairus’ daughter. The sufferer from a pain: many unseen dangers and vverwhelming
Single copy, per year, :.
- 30cts.
at home as in the sciences. But later he
1. To every new subscriber, sending us
“| ful tumor is not likely to have much comfort lempiations this holy encasing has defendTen copies, sent to one address, LO cts."
studied the Latin and Greek classics, i he
each,—pagable
in
all
cases
in
advance.
J4
.
until’ the tumor is cut'out. You must let ed us.
$2.50, with 10 cts. to ‘pay’ for ‘wrapping,
But blessings may be ** stitehed in” many Christ cut just where he likes in his wise
became a critical scholar and exact teacher
Postage
:—
>
of
surgery of love; you must let him Jay on works where no needle is plied by nimble mailing, &e., we will send the Star for one
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If we were to put faith in the statements forevermore, and has the keys of helt and
hours of intense suffering he died. The
and prophecies of men who dislike Chris- of death. His truth is still like an angel
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" Hope of the human soul, he has been, as
was predicted, a sign to be spoken against,
a stone of stumbling, a rock of offense, and
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The last. prayer of Jesus in the presence
of*his disciples, as recorded in John, ehap:

tri-
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shall believe on me through their
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world
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world to God.
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It was jast this feature of the late -veves lic speeches rarely ¢ontain a coarse or unnue law that eunbled Kelley, and Sauborn, finished sentence, while his familiar’ quota-

complacent

and Jayne, and several other detectives
and informers; to practice an almost un-

Just as in other

most

emphatically

paralleled series of swindles and extortions.

assured that Christianity is effete, an outgrown
burial.

It has been shown pearly beyond a doubt
that it was by such scamps as these thata
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Fortunately, the-evil has brought aboul
he Bible Societies plan for. even increased its own correction, ' Business
ed all
work, the foreign missionary operations.go- Through the ' ¢ountry became convinced

forward withjunnsual energy and, interests “that this law placed them atibe mercy of
and the Christian forces were never before
so well united, so large in their plans, so
aggressive in their spirit or so hopeful of

_ great achievements as they ave to-day.
All thip ta¥c about the failure of the gos-

these ghree’ men ehosen ‘to assist the props the Goverment”:in collect-.
er officerof

' | ing its taxes, They consulted, united in a

pel, the disproof of the’theory of a special

protest, and the result is the investigation
into the doings of these collectors that

been going Voigt.

inspiration of the Scriptures, and the cer- ‘night’ past.
tain substitution of science,

philosophy and

a better system of social and public ‘morals
for the preaching of Christ and him erucified,is nothing new. “It has beeri going on
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account

for

the ‘greater number of
(skilled artisans
there than we have in America.. Indeed,
the most of .the engravers in our Ameri-

fellow
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;

can print works are from

can

over the sea.

It

do only
a small part of the work that is is 80 in this city, and is said to be the case
in most of the New

neededto rid the country ofthis evil. But
if it would only do its part, it might thereby add an irresistible force to the efforts of

ing towns.

its general constituency.

withdrawalof Bishop

weak-

Cummins

rather

The

from the

important = statements.

manufactur- -

demand, which is among

the

that

favor.

can be said

in

its

least things

.

Jt trains

hand, the one

to de-

tect and appreciate beauty of form, and . °
the otherto reproduce and multiply it.
And as we become familiar with the beauin that measure will our

Episcopal church has provoked a discussion
in that’ body which is drawing out some

of observers. Union was
sought by ambitious potentiates for selfish

England

Thig%ind of service is in good

both the eye and the

——RITUALISTS AND CONFESSIONALS.

But dissension

ness on the part of the church, and increas-.

sistent means.

®

As already intimated,

on

Bishop

of encouragement.

authority,

is re-

church, Washington, in which he expressed

some rather astonishing opinions aboyt

confessional. The divine authority
vate confession and absolution, was

the

of pripromi-

nently set forth in his sermon, the “ground
being taken that the Bible, the writings of
the fathers, of English

reformers,

and

the

Prayer Book, all show that the Bishop or
other

confessor

has

authorityto

convey

God's pardon to the penitent after true and

hearty confession of his sins, and advised
the laity to avail themselves of the blessing
whenever they felt the need of it, and {e
value it as one of the precions privileges

which the-good providence of God has reserved in his church. Opinions like these
are rather widely held in England, but this
seems to be taking advanced ground for an
American churchman.

Ritaalism, however,

is essentially the same, -whether found
part of the Episcopal
tem.

or the Catholic

as
sys-

higher plane,

The

formation

and

working thus far of the Evangelical

Alli-

ualistic dogma,
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We

OF

AN

EX-PresipENT,

*‘the Nestor

of western

Mill-

ard Fillmore, President of the United States
from 1850 to 1858, succeediug to that office by the death of President Taylor, died
in Buffalo, N. Y., the 8th inst., aged 73.
He went into the Vice President's chair on
the anti-masonic wave, and filled the office

to which he soon
well. His personal

succeeded ordinarily
qualities were of a

very acceptable kind, and but for

his

bhav-

ing signed the fugitive slave bill he would
be held in higher esteem than he is. Ttis
noticeable that

Andrew

the only surviving
United States.

Johnson

is now

Ex-President

of the

A To HILLSDALE.

The communication

from the President of Hillsdalé College, °
found elsewhere, was prepared before the
buildings went down amid the flame into a pile of rubbish and ashes. * But a
ray of light is very grateful in a dark night.

endowment

of which

of the

lady

step toward

the

Principal's chair,

he tells us, is specially welcome

just at this hour.
It is an ‘important end to
be accomplished ; the filling up of the req-

uisite sum within 4 short period would do

not a little to lighten the load which is just
now pressing heavilyon many hearts, and

quicken into fresh life the courage needed

——

Dr. Pat——WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE.
ton, of the Interior, and Dr. Patterson,
Presbyterianism,”

are raising a breeze in the Chicago Presby-

‘tery that is likely to blow somebody

over.

to animate the work of rebuilding.
:
The circular, which may be found below, briefly states its own ease, and we
feel almost

sponse.

certain

will

meeta, fifting-re-

Indeed, aid has already begun to

The former gentleman, throngh his newspaper, lately made an attack upon the ortho-

drop into the.treasury; a plentiful shower
is hoped for. A letter from the (reasurer

Chicago

warded by mail, on the day of the fire, and
expresses the reasonable belief that these
may be a prophecy of the speedy arising
of the college from its ashes.—Just the
origin of the fire 'we have not learned, but
for several particulars refer readers to the

doxy of certain sermons that Prof. Swing, a gratefully acknowledges contributions, forminister

of

that denomination,

had preached, and having failed to draw
a proper confession out of him, gave notice
that he should summon the Professor before
the April meeting of the Presbytery. At

Kthis point Dr. Patterson comes to the defense

of Prof.

Swing,

claiming

intimate

knowledge of him and holding that his
views are Mstrictly evangelical.” When
two such Doctors as these hold a difference,

the result is likely to be something that will
awake an interest outside of purely
inational circles.

It may help

denom-

to a better

understanding of the precise relation be“tween Presbyterianism

and

Princetonism,

article by 3. 3B. in the following column. A HoME CATALOGUE.

We have at hand

the annual floral catalogue issued by J. T.
Smith & Sons, Bromtwood, N. H. It is
got up in excellent shape, and makes a
good appearance, but its contents especially: commend

it to the

mirers of floral beauty.

attention of all ad-

The list of seeds,

which is sometimes a matter of perplexity to bulbs, cuttings, &e., which 1t contains, and
outsiders,

has

not

been very severely criticised, except

Thus far, Prof. Swing

by

the paper above mentioned.
——TaE DECLINE oF ACADEMIES,

{he reasonable prices at which they are furpished, should bring

quarters.
The re-

cent refusal of the New York Assembly

to

vote the usual appropriation to the academies

{inthe Slate.is the subject of considerable
remark there, The Academies -in that

honored

——DEATH

It owes its existence to those partly And
so this first decided

social and partly moral and wholly selfish
theories which communities would generally find thefhselves bewer off without. It
may be classed among the benefits of Bishop
Cummins's movement, that it has given us
this unqnalified statement of a gro wing rit-

the indications of

real Christian unity and co-operation ave full

State, as in most of the other states, are

in

him

orders

from

all

Lt
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make them acquainted with each, and unite a forlorn condition. They live mainly an- LE
:— GE
The’'gredt calamity which has bethem
in feeling and effort, We may men- swered their end, and are being left to
Mr. Sumner’s defects resulted from his
fallen our College is already known to you.
intense nature, which poorly prepared him tion also the [correspondence by letters ‘whatever fate awaits them. In’ Maine the In the burning of the building the valuable
to endure defeat or opposition in any shape. and delégites between differént denomina- majority of them are acceptit.g the terms of Cabinet of minerals and of collections in
We incline lo the belle, however, that the tions, cordial reception of visiting brethren, a recent law which puts them under the Natural History was entirely destroyed,
more the country learns of President Grant interchange of pulpits, union meetings, and head of free high schools; in New Hamp- and the philosophical and chemical apparthe move it. will feel compelled to agree other means all powerfully tending to make shire ahd Massachusetts ‘2 good many ‘of atus was either wholly burned or seriously
:
with the distinguished Senator's opinion of ‘Christians feel that they are truly and essen- them ate still sustained, surroundedby his- | damaged.
clu
tially one. The tendency to. union among toric association and haunted by .old time
PR
Is dificult to estimate these losses, for
Iu
Massachusetts has been espectally honor- brethren’ of the same name is ; strongly memories ; while in most of the other states the Cabinet contained many rare and val:
ed in the career of her late Senator. To marked. The two great divisions of Pres. they are taking the shape of = meeting | wable Specimens.
|
‘have indorsed the public record of such a byterians bave become unitedas never ' be- houses, stores, dwellings, &e. Perhaps the
of
work
the
facilities
these
‘Without
man ‘by keeping him for twenty-three fore ; fetids of Old Sehool and New’ School cause ofreducation is not going to suffer by teaching the Natural Sciences will be
years her rapresentalive iu (he national are well nigh forgotten. Andover, Prince- this'change, . Our modern Seminaries, In. greatly embarrassed, but with prompt and
to tthe Btate. ton, Qherlin, New Haven, East Winsor are stitutes, if Schools; : &e., offer. a more ‘epinest efforts by the friends of the Colgovernment;-sno small credi
to each comprehensive course of study, with greatOne can imagine something of the satisfac- no longer. points of. antagonism
lege, a new Cabitiet and apparatus may be
tion with, wlhileh it recalls its late rescinding other, but ie hearty sympathy and fraternal er advantages in the shapeof Hystem, phi- : speedily supplied, more extensive and valul Bulle
gab
Hoe losophical apparatus, lectures, and the rest. | vio (han the old. |
of the obnoxious battle-flag resolutions, and interootipee, ©
The former breaches in the Methodist
the joy which it could thus add to the Sena:
o faras preparation for college is con. 1 By the exercise of your accustomed lib:
body ace mostly healed. So with the Bap-: cerned, and it was for that that many of the
for’s lastchours. «1 on dios nd
evility and by appeals to personal ‘friends,
The Nation has shown no’ sueh sense of tists, save that yoke of ‘Close - Communion, Academies were founded, the modgrn facilis ‘you will enable: us to. turn: this apparent
ves since the death of Lincoln. "All classes which is galling many, ‘and’ ‘must’ ere long ties are better.
I calamity, into a great advantage. We
a
R an]
ite to’hoor his name,—the lowest, in be shaken off. Christians are all 'mieMibers
AR
thereforg solicit, your cosoperation in efforts
¥
the highest, of the body of Christ,and they will; manifest
grief over the death of a friend,
College has no .DR, WAYLAND'S POSITION. Di, Way- ‘to secure. this end... The
in sadnessioyer, they loss of a companion. ‘their vital relation to each other, as.to
only hope is
our
s;
purpose
such
for
funds
This country has
16¢t few such men, and it the living head. We cad not but vomark the land having beep lately claimed’ by one: of
liberality «
the
and
ions;
donat
l
persona
in
‘will do wellayt6 hold . him in lasting. remem: growing mutual attachitient of the members the leading Baptist papers’ to ‘bed close with which the Alumni contributed to the
comprunionist, in the common ' adel tation {
brane. od
ingicl
: Wii
gives assurance that this
(R i
(Ley
Local
thaterm, the following extract. from a | tokmer, Cabinet
of
| Titty:
Logal jealousies have disappeared, Kast an letter
EE
a
A
gs
which he wrote:to a Free Baptist: ‘nope will not be’ disappointed. Offerin
veh as in;
and
ADVANGE, We learn ‘West . ouses hy Sh
gy
Geolo
in
| A WencoMeens
specim
or.
money
Lin
minister
in
1866
may
be’
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in
eviwith pleasure’ that Rev.H. Cross, of Cov-’ a commen cause. Our: Mission interests
able, “and
ive D1 0 | Nataral History 'will be accept
are felt to be one; Hillsdale ‘and ‘Bites, denice on the other sides’
r
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d
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a
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entry,
fo the “prof, 8, 4. Fowrerice.
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As lo the subject: of ¢6mmunion, I be- inay i be hy Sent anal
in that country, is coming. to/America to
e
the—individto-b
lefe-to
lieve that it is oneother
interasts
are
precious
and
priged
alike.
belsare
may
seek a sphere of labor. . He
unl conscience of every. believer. Af Tr be- | sh; GE
Prof.G. MCMILLAN,
,
é mani- Mieved
it to be my, duty oF. My Pri
of a hearty'welcome and a God speed, ' for by one and all. God stiles on thes
Prof.D. M. Fisk.
2
8
ay
fal’ itv’ his commune with a d sciple” of Christ who |
we know 160 well the worth of these English festationd §o becoming (utd hope
March 10, $874.
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may

purpose.

similar

other

questions, He thus expressed the convietion doubtless of a great many of his fellow

difficulty fill his place.

$

wag iti dt

Testament:

manyof the schools of Europe, special ap:
propriations being annually made for this

firming his belief that the country’s welfare

needed legislation upon ‘ the subject

York city was with before, and it will with the greatest

the Christian church being
great)y, but, as it-0ow..appears, unjustly,’

end doesn’t

men

it his

truth will live.

though they were

bitters

we

leave it.

af-

and

immense evil of the liquor traffic,

nationsof light and shade the ages have
the kingdoms of ourLotd and of his Christ I" flecting credit upon the State which he rep- moved on, until now but three-tenths of the
ed at'the pretensions of the Nazarene when
resented, honoring the country to whose world are even nominally Christians. Most
they were set forth bye the great Apostle
.
Frauds
welfare he devoted his best serfice, and in expressive commentary, by inference, on
ue
Reven
The
standing on Mars Hill. The former felt
————
a great measure holding Americdn states- the words of Christ. Christians must be
sure that he had finally disposed of the Son
it
nation,
Christian
a
manship above the low level to which its one in heart and work, before the world
beeome
If we ever
«of Mary when he had induced Pilate to
and ignorant representatives will believe in the divine mission of their
not be until some of the swindlers in driveling
will
send him to the gross.
The latter presum] Master, and become members of his spiritcountry have beer. either converted or would have degraded it.
the
ed that Athens i
SH the last of Jesus
regard
who
has
Summer
Senator
of
life
public
The
large
so
is
class
That
buried.
ual kingdom.
J
and the resurrection when Paul's discourse
offices wholly with an eye to the been characterized by an unwavering fidelAgain a brighter day is dawning,
The
was answered with contempiuous mockery public
that may be got out of them, and ity to truth. Ile was one of the unpurchas- present ceutury is most auspicious, not
by the eritical citizens as they walked com- money
succeed in getting into so many of able Congressmen, whom the lobbyists dare more for the progress of science and art,
placently away from the place of concourse. they
these offices, and then make such efforts not approach. His integrity of character discovery and invention, enterprise and
Nero imagined that he had . rid Rome fornot only to entrench themselves there but was a real force, in whose presence designimprovement, in general, than for wonderever of a pestilent heresy when
he had
degrade the standard of public in- ing men hung their heads and kept’ closed ful achievements in the circulation of the
to
also
driven the Christians into the amphitheater |
that it might well be a question mouths. All consistent attempts at moral Scriptures, Missions, and other forms of
to be slain bythe wild beasts. Celsus per- tegrity,
be proceeded reform found in him a strong champion, evangelical labor. Within the last few
they should not
whether
siaded himself that he had. dealt the new
somewhat as Cromwell went at and to know that he indorsed a measure years especially a move hopeful spirit of
against
faith a fatal blow with the mailed hand of
d Parliament,”or as Gustavus gave it unusual favor with a large portien of Christian unity has been increasingly manihis Jogie. Julian, the apostate, went about 1 «the debauche
In all his career he kept fested. Within the period of our own recolthinned out the foes of Sweden. his countrymen.
Adolphus
the work of showing that Christ was only a
a pure heart, and bas lection it was very different ;” denominations
d
revenue
-the
clean hands™an
_ Perhaps the late frauds in
weak and short-lived imposter as if it were
into the eternal pres- were arrayed against each other, a large
and
mised
extent
the
uncompro
gone
illustrate
department best
an easy task and failure were not to be
:
They have ence.
the seriousness of ‘this evil.
part of the preaching was controversial, and
thought of.
Mr. Sumner’s outspoken opposition to of church labor for ptoselytism. As might
been practiced under an act of Congress of
We know what came of these early atMay 8, 1872, deawn up by a South Caro- slavery began with his public life, and the be expected, not only did bitterness prevail
temptsto overthrow Christianity.
The
lina Senator, and engineered through Con- colored race in this country have not since between the sects, bat greatly also among
Jew’s biow so reacted on himself as to regress by Ben Butler, men after whose own missed his efforts in their behalf. His first members of the same-sect. We hardly need
sult in a fall from which he has never reheart it is who have thus far pocketed the speech in Congress was against the Fugi- specify. The great Presbyterian body furcovered. The Greek culture and philosomost of the profits. ‘The act provided. that tive Slave Act, in which he laid down the nished a striking example. One of their
phy were found too weak to cope with the
“The Secretary of the Treasury shall have formula which soon became freedom’s ral- eccentric preachers said there was a jubilee
divine enthusiasm begotten by the teach,
is national and slavery in hell every time the General Assembly
* freedom
power to employ not more. than three lying cry
ings of Jesus. In spite of all opposition,
persons to assist the proper officers of the sectional.” His near approach to martyr- met, there was so niuch of rivalry and conChristianity marched into Rome, put on
Government in discovering and collecting dom, when he was so fiercely assaulted in
tire imperial purple and diadem, and seat- any money belonging to the United States” the Senate Chamber in 1856 by a Southern tention in its sessions. It was much the
same with the Baptists. and Methodists.
“ed herself on ‘the throne of the Cesars.
It Senator for his hot denunciation of slaveon account of unpaid revenue taxes.
Celsus lived long enough to perceive and happened that two men, named Kelley and holders, both witnesses to his fidelity to These things were most discouraging to
confess the failure of his attack on the Sanborn, first successfully applied for em- principle and helps to explain the unpharal- A those most earnestly devoted to the gospel
vork.
True, in this as in other cases, the
“Christian system. Julian's soul went out
ployment under this act, and were usually leled esteem in which the colored race evéry- wrath and even the envy of man are made
from his death chamber shrieking in bitter
;
allowedin compensation one half of all where hold him.
in some respects -a means of good. The
mortification, ¢ O Galilean, thou hast con0
stronger
|
Thus
His efforts to secure the passage ofa Civil sharp discussions of the past on foreordinataxes thus collected.
quered, after all!”
el
to induce Rights bill, which should give the colored tion decrees, the atonement, free will, and
temptation could be imagined
What was true in the earlier centuries
such men as theyare to find delinquencies people unprejudiced admission to hotels, the like elicited truth of great practical valthas proved not less-so in the later. . Fresh
| where none existed, and by strained in- cars, steamboats, theaters, &c., show with ue ; as those of the present on the Darwinism
foes spring up with each generation, using
terpretations of revenue laws to extort what constant fidelity he was “in the habit and other materialistic and ideal theoriws.
. the old weapons or forging new ones, and
from importing merchants whateyer sums of “seeking the completion of’ every worthy will doubtless do. Little is to be feared
they meet a fate not unlike that which bemight be able: Probably no law has work. Persistently pressing it at every op- from the most specious erfors, when subthey
fel their predecessors. Sonietimes the old
wen lately enacted which enabled its portunity in Congress, urging its claims to jected to the tests of truth, Bat itis a sad
weapons are exhumed and tried afresh;
agents to so effectually . plunder ‘not only the favorable consideration of all friends of ease when good men leave essentials to
sometimes there is an attempt to fashion
the U. S. Treasury but also the leading im- ‘humanity, and putting into the effort a wrangle over trifles; when they neglect the
something that at least shall wear the asporting merchants of the country, ‘railroad faith which seemed already to foresee its great object of their own salvation and that
vect 6f novelty. Little practical, wisdom is
companies, &e. If A promises to give B triamph, he has left it only at death,—where of their fellow beings, and become absorbed
learned through the abounding failures.
half of all the money which B ‘may collect brave me only leave their work. It is like in ‘mattersno better than what oceupies the
The old prophecies ave heard, and apparentfor him under certain: veéry ‘flexible “aud 4h fhiofinished ‘monument to his memory. masses of the worldly. Under such circumJy iv the old confident tone.
They have
, at
indefinite laws, B must -be a’ man of the Shall it be completed ?
stances the work of grace ean not make.
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~ Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

New York,
November 20, 1872.
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its work being niuch more ha
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po Toace. 1s not injurious. Sold by Drug.
gists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.

Five cents laid out for Silver Tips add one.
to the worth of a pair of shoes.
Parents try it.

Soniiiation

| ‘wads calculated to nstrget, impress and win,
good interest, prevailedin the: social wei
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Special |Notices.
MOTHERS, READ THIS!

writtena

Shoes.

MOULTON,
Onednigy) N.Y. March 2, 1874.

intérest, others a strong

uhh, Starkshoros

Was a is
Ee all gave me up to de and said they could
0. more for me. Both of J} Joga Were drawn up
to my seat, and it was thought if I did get up again
I would be a cripple for life.
‘When in this condition I saw VEGETINE advertised, and comménced taking it in March, and followed on with it, until I had used 16 bottles, and this
Dolting Iam going to plow
p
corn, a well man. All
wnsmen sa
is a miracle to see me round
wal ng and wor
fF
In conclusion I will add, when I was enduting
t suffering, from that dreadful disease
rayed
to the Lord above to take me oul oF the
Rly » but 88 VEGETINE has restored to me the blessings of health, I desire more than ever to, live, that
I may
be of some service to my fellowmen, and I
know of no better way to aid dp
A humanity

30.54
19.00
Tho

Dover, N. H.

of the

if the issue of such tickets were

M., commencing Friday,

growth of grace in the church and a widening
of influenee, but the work has not been so complace.
| plete as desirable. Our new church, lately or-

oneid

300
NH,

-

Notices and Appointments.

partici-

in the

94 |:

H 8 Benedict, Underhill con, Vt, perd W Burgin,

its last session at

Vt.,Feb. 27—March

arms, one
on m

1%

Wheatland,
Mich,
Bogor Bs)
By x Prescot,
Nekimi, W'
Rolling Praifie, "Wis, pe i ——_— > Clough,
Winneconne, Wis, per4 Ashl ley,
2d Lebanon, Me, Jer 1 1 Steve

lately visited the

in" Baxter St.,

TIPPED

the license

church,

WHEELER, Clerk.

Q. M.—Held

22,60

.

non, Me, adel,
WV PareW T Smith,

Prof B F

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is thought by many
the safest, surest, and best remedy that has ever

was a small delegation from the several charehek. A good number of the churches were represented by letter. Some of them were able to

In the

which is also
been:

Underhill Center,

“

BH,

Spring Creek, 111

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

3

their feeble

TENN,

pated in by other churches
There

.

*® 1.00

Chester,

>

A Walking Miracle.’
MR. H. R. STE
Dear Sir,~Though
II want to inform you
what VEGETINE heh done for
Last
stmas Sorofala
rofula made its appearance in
cers appearing on me

FoPeign Mission.

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar loosens the dry-

W, ‘Corti, J. M, Purkis.

will encour-

4

Th

pléasant
to take, and

sas

ES: Pawtucket, RI

Friend,

8

8810

Mrs. M J Oliver. Phipsburg, Me,
Ashkum, Ill, per EM
Corey,

est cough, removes tightness of the chest, cures cold
in’ the ‘head, relieves bronchitis, and restores the
tone of the respiratory organs.
Crittentow’s, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.

J M. Parkis, W. Miller,J. Keniston and Jor~

R, COOLEY.

" Bic Creek, Cook

a Be

att a the of

Iafhnt “Tn Soromula the V.

Vile
fell

"

Mareh 7.

the licanse of R. Nickols, Ws Miller, and J. Ken-

others |

a
BO

of the piri
pt

wonderful cures, where ma
failed, as will be seen by fhe
the TolowingFR

on hand, and your Shilldren will Sever be sick. It
instantly
cure sour
stomac!
sentery,
gr fa
resumed, it would be regarded as a viglation of will
in the ot
wind Colic &ec. Gives relief. Lr » -]
law, and subject the SOMpRTjes * to prosecuing. Pleasant
to take. Contains no opium or on:
phi né. Relieves your child by opting, not by caustion.
mg it to sleep, as its restored health and ‘thrifty
owth will soon indicate, Sold by druggists. Price
cents per bottle,
AS INFALLIBLY AS SUNSHINE MELTS THE SNOW,

its last session

Coun. and

the

17.35

Total,

letter to the Railroad Commissioners of his State,

with the Foster church, Feb. 25,26,and was ond of
unusual interest. Among the items of business
was the reception,
into the. conference, of the

by remov-

wel call the ‘scientific Yarbrough for purtichaly

unite” and.

godliness

asking whether,

(lerk.

stand as candidates for baptism. The an. Cortis was appointed Cor. Mes. to B.
church feel greatly encouraged to go for- § M. Next session of conference with the new
Biel at Liberty Hill, Lebanon, Conn, +s June
watd, ‘and have already commenced to
build them a house for worship, This is | ht B. Will the clerks of the several churches
in mind their next letter to conference
the church which the Rock and Dane Q, M. bear
should’ contain church statistics for the next
has been trying to assist, as mentioned in year’s Register? Please remember this,

have ‘consid-. an extensive revival,

blessed with the means,’ would

heathen who

half-fare tickets

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its Feb. term with
the 2d church in Smithfield. On_ account of the
blow the day before, but few delegates were

and

it was

of tithes from

West by the refusal of the railroads to issue

amiability

8. BOWDEN,

until

supis an

Bishop Whitehouse, of Illinois, thinks a great
hardship is done to the Episcopal clergy in the

good

-

Lake Village,

Mea 8 Oliver, Chelsea,
R W Morrill, Boston,

> for improvément atid usefulness in the” ["been invented for internal and external use. It is.
years.
applicable toa great variety of complaints, and is
4
at to the family and friends in this dee
equally beneficial for man or beast.
affliction, we tonder our warmest sympathies. p
We have seen it stated in various papers throughF.T. CROMMETT,
ommattee
+ ‘out the country, that Agents for the sale of Sheri:
H.W.
W- Cuanbi,
Jor the
dan's Cavalry Condition Powders were authorized to
M. A. Way,
Class.
refund the money to any person who should use
March 7; 1874.
them and not be satisfied with the result. We
ns
doubted this at first, bat the proprieion authorize
Quarterlyy Meetings.
us to say that it is tru e.

The church at Rome,Wis.,

course; avery good course, indeed, and|

]

the

in his mysteri-

by genial

"

"

“

AC Tens
-t
Tenney, ¥
i
TP “Toney, Winchester,
in 46
T Shepard.
.
D Lothrop, Boston,
4h
C H Latham, Lowell,
gd
Sanford W illson, Gardiner, Me,
Rev E Ricker,
NH,
Walter Boardman, Me,

“sort which cleanliness stands next to,

the Senior

3
510
%y

wicked

i

Friend, + North!
to Huabio

The last session of the ‘Michigan Y. M. passed a
resolution, recommending
our weak Flo lev, and
Q. M’s to concentrate their interests, so as notte
it united with the M.-E.. church in‘ revival iston, of the Westfield church. . This Q. M., have so many small churches and weak religious
ough shall, seems to be gaining; slowly but interests within 50 few miles of each other, bemeetings, and the result has been, that|}thourely.
The conference recommended a Sefies lieving that one
, strong church or Q. M. well
both churches have been greatly blessed, of meetings in the several churches, and a point- sustained, is far oo: thao several weak ones nuable to sustain themselves. In accordance
ih
ed’
the
followi
bievit
to
attend
2a
how
and much strengthened. I have been able
recomméndation, the Grand River and
Chepachet, G,
S. B.. Young, D. 0. {hat
Shiawassee
Q.
M’s
have
erfogted
a
consolidation
to assist them some in their efforts, and
heefer Union, D. %! Wheeler, J. ny Purkis ; and formed a new association to be known as the
vd, J M. Purkis,G. 'W, Cortis
wi, Lansing Q. M.
last Sabbath (March 1st) had the pleasure
| S. estfo
B. Young, &. Nickols, W, Miller, 9 KenisNotice is hereby given that the first session of
of baptizing seven, all heads of families. ton. and Bro. Aldrich; Coventry and Greenwich, the Lansing @
M. will convene with the F.B.

of

lum of study, the demands’ for their serv,

The Con="]

York, reports it to be an exceedingly filthy and
disagreeable sort of place; and evidently thinks

wife
a visit

from a distance. Colléetion, $12.00.
Ty une session with the 1st church in Smithfield.

blessed with a precious

mich discouraged.

erably over one hundred. lady students at
a time, very few enter npon the full classical course. Those who enter upon .any
full course of study usually ‘content them:

selves ‘with ‘what

thriving.

The exaction

An American

and Christian love, be to us an inspiration in our,

To all who

way,

The church had been weakened

thoughtful consid:

often

Episcopalians are

Chinese Buddhist
and

i

onlag

Revivals, &c.

|

MR. EDITOR :—In my work in raising the
endowment of Hillsdale College, it occurred
“to ‘me some time ago, to throw out the suggestion that it would be a very appropriate
thing for the ladies to endow the chair of
the Lady Principal in the college.
As you are well aware, ladies have the
same right to take any coucse in our college as gentlemen, even to the theological
course, It is a source of pain to me, now,
that our college gives such a hearty wel.come to ladies to its privileges, that so few

The

the place for their kindness iu entertaining those

Hillsdale

these utterances

any

in

Ne:
“!
"

=

FW Bch & Soc, Gilford,

corre-

I trust it will soon do for England.

Ho That we feel, by bis death, our College Is
been deprived of a tost able Professor, nd the
Chiisn church of one of her brightest ornamen
3. oat the beautifulul example of his vigorous,

agent,

The Storer College is doing a noble

be given for

loss which

lately suffered,

Lake

for a moment.
The government, at any rate,
does not. so think,
for it has done for Treland what

truly Christian work. Let it continue to present. The conference was harmonious. On
the Sabbath, the attendance was
. Preachreceive the prayers and contr ibutions, of its ing
during the meeting by Revs.
H. F. Wood and
G. W, Bean. Much credit is due the citizens of
friends.”

of

Chair of the Lady Principal.

a Salt

1s

“

3

Frnt. Prankim,

tithes are privite gifts is so absurd that I am
sure no man fit to be out of Bedlam believes it

within less than a year, by his broad culture
aad d Quick sympathy, has become so endeared lo

work, heart felt thanks are tendered.

our first utterances on” this subject. We
make these general suggestions now, hoping hereafter to communicate something
more in detail.—J. J. B,

College has

given to this cause.

bave aided us, in

Little did we suppose

that such an occasion would

the

wor-

Senior class, . feel that we have lost a sincere
friend and eflicient ‘teacher; that we desire to
L express our appreciation and love for one ih

says :—
“The sums. subscribed and unpaid are
not in the list, bot. when paid will be
duly credited.
1t would occupy an unreasonable space
to publish the names of all who have so

the blessing of God’upon the counsels and
this

Morrell,

now

M. Folsom

Whereas, it

per’s Ferry Normal School, and reported in

eiti-

Society, who

ous
yet wise
/Providence, to take from us by
death our teacher, Professor Balkam,
Resolved, 1. That we, the members of the

Concerning the money collected for Har-

zens generally. But of this we are assured, liberal things will be devised, and with
benefactions of good men,

bas

.'

Oh & Soe, Manchester,

wrJ Dudley, Sandia,

Dissenters, ‘which tithes are apportioned to a
religion which they abhor, is oppression which
ought not to be endured.
The pretence that

Bates College,
relative to the. death of Rev.
Uriah Balkam, D. D., Cobb Professor of Logic
and Christian Evidences:

The Collection for Harper's Ferry.

We will not anticipate the action of thé
trustees, the Societies that have contributed
so largely to the previous success of the

held

PRI

- Resolutions

‘D. M. GRAHAM,

°

and

exchange

act of tyranny.

April,

lease

Thanks are tendered.

is spared a

me in my weary work ?

We must arise and build. The lessons of
the past and the lessons of this hour de-

the first of

of the

friends

Cornish, made Rev.

will. %believe ber example will stimulate
tions and furnishing’ have been long and | others rather than discourage them.
increasingly felt to be entirely inadequate.
May I ask the ladies to remember that
With a board of twenty professors and in- here is a field all their own, and may I ask
stru>tors, and six hundred and thirty-eight them to respond by pledges. of small offerstudents, all could not but feel the absolute ings if they can not afford large? May I
necessity of larger accommodations.
This soon have other responses to encourage

college, the alumni, the churches

could be

gregationalists have sent a pei man there,
while the Baptists, to whom the Mormous are
| closely allied in at least one of their tenets, are
sitting ‘with folded hands, wuiting for God to

months preceding March 1, 1874.
THE church's

Bch & Soo, s Canterbury,
Ww

haye 3 Sunday selioo of over ote Jivtted silo},

ars,

Donations.

little, will do much’ in executing _her own

Our building accommoda-

on

FW

for

uienion

ih, 20 She

2.00
3.0|

crowded congregations weekly, half Mormon, | FWB Seudents aids Lowell, Mase.”
and is doing much good.
The Presbyterians
Long friends,
a
4

Rey. L. P. BICKFORD and wife gratefully acknowledge the receipt of $100 in presents from
their friends in Northwood, during the fourteen

might discourage those who are intending
to makessmall offerings.

from every quarter.

mand much at our hands.

the gospel

“

NH,

=

ih eather or Slimate, wi
Hos

7.75
i 100

and im

yt

“
¢

spondent,who says: * The Methodist pastor has | priends, Ashi Som,

to the

aad

in behalf of female edu-

cation in our college. On the 25th
month she executed the appropriate
to leave the $2000 by bequest, and
Iy fear in naming.go large a sum is

church

that marking the expwation

sight of our missionaries whom she saw on
their way to sml for. India, especially. the
ladies who are to engage in the zenana
work,
prompted
her
to under take

verses and conflicts shows that Hillsdale
College has great vitality and, energy.

necessity is now literally forced upon

them,

work

preached to every person on earth.

REV. L. WITHAM will close a six years pas-

double the gift, leaving $2000

Lady Principal in Hillsdale College.

But the history- of its past re-

in this matter,

ten years to support

at

former benefactions and resourdbs cause
my‘grateful heart to say, ‘‘just like her.” now leaves it in good working. order.
That she had long intendedto leave the
We learn that the Elm St. F. B. Societyof build a church for them without an effort.”
college $1000; but had not decided to
Manchester,N. H., have purchased the church
what department; but upen reading my edifice on the corner of Chestnut and Merrimac
Mr. Spurgeon says: * To compel us to
suggestions upon female education she f-sts., paying $11,000 cash. The Society will take port the present Popish church of England

feel the se-

There can be but one

missionaries

A Baptist

torate with the So. Buxton, Me., church, April
1. Bro. W. organized this church in .1868, and

verity of the stroke,in view of the loss of at to go toward endowing the chair of the

ResURGAM..

city, that with 50,000

either from Shahge

“
"

1 +

,

‘| of disease originates in the b
nd
that does not act directly upon it, to
fate, has
ha 8 any Ju
just claimupon pub

53.75
Bs
YEGETINE wil ie lout oar
18.00 ‘humors, cleanse the stomach, r

It | Friends, Gorham

of the de- | ¥'W Beh & Soe.iN Berwick,
AN Conor.

ten years, and with $15,000,000 a year for the | omer priende™

of the Can-

REV. L. MALVERN has accepted a call
Bristol, N. H., F. B, church for one year.

1t was to this<effect, and from a lady whose

afternoon; and called a meeting of the Cor-

insurance.

movement,

Dr. Augus said at the Alliance, in New’ York

Richardson should

appear in the Register as a member
terbury, N. H., church.

response as you will say ought fully to
revive my faith, if it had begun to decline.

and accom-

All

happen

last days of last month there came

modations in private residences for dormitories, ample provision is made.
The
Prudential Committee held a session in the
poration at an early day.

from one

silence seemed

never
to hear any response;

for chapel,

rooms,

Hill, Lebanon, Conn., and will enter upon his
Jabors there the second Sabbath in April,

long
to me, and sometimesit seemed that

remaining, use

church

The

to the reform.

Rev. D. C. WHEELER has received and ac- touches the accustomed complacency
cepted a call from the new churchat Liberty | nomination at a tender point.

r YOLS, EES

medicine p
cures? It
g suoh
the blood, in the grvuon
fluid. It can. truly be
called the Great Bio-Purlder. The
gre

ly

of the vestries

anxiety ing regard

columns of the

"different physicians, min rome.

digs suferin

“
¥
“

==

telegraphic apparatus was destroyed. Much

With the public rooms still

weeks ago for the

Tole Jobin sty fod.

“health afte

7.30
gf
Fu
To
| lstEEEEERERn
PW Bena. Hoc, Buxto, z
hg
3 ma

rA

Scrofula. Humors,

PAL

7.30

ni

=

fow

Baptist Union, and requested any lady who
approved my views and would encourage
the uovél undertaking, to respond. to me

oA

5.0

Fg

"

ing of the 6th'inst., in the upper stories of Hillsdale would honor such chairs, and the oceasion. The evening was passed pleasantn8t, ™v
West Hall. The cifizens promptly collect- nothing would afford our Board of Trus- ly, congratulations being abundant and co ora ¥ "The Lutherans of Bosfon' are holding very Other friends in iors
"
tees
greatef
pleasure
than
to
call
them
to
Mr.
Latham
isa
member
of
the
Board
of
Co!
ed, the fire companies with thelr engines, |
™ Nourishing services in the vestry of the Beach Other friends in
:
Com.
and every possible exertion was made to such chairs, did the state of our funds ren- ators of the Printing Establishuient,
8t. Presbyterian church, haying a society which | ¥ WB ch & So South Lewiston,
numbers 150 members, aud a Sabbath attendance
“ Lisbon Factory,
arrest ‘the destitiétion ; but the flames had der such a step feasible, How I long to 4
varying from 400 to 500,
Ministers and Churches.
Tw 1 King Fitondeld,
A
made such progress, that the attempy was see our sisters who have the means, awake +
Dr Rt
filiams, Gardiner,
The second Cong. church, in Birmingham, AG Shandler, N Gloucester,
unavailing. For g long time it seemed that to their privilege of leading out a step in 7 REV. R. PARKS is about to leave’ the Place
of ‘the past, in hovoring persons which he has occupied in the Lawrence, N, Y., Mass., has gone back to the old style of music, SR he ol. Gray,
all must perish ; but after a fierce Tstruggle advance
baving introduced 4 flute, double-bass viol and
LET
ot
’
East Hall and the wing connecting it with of their own sex ‘with the blessed privilege Q.M., for the last 15 years, and any church cornet
to assist the vocalists.
opal igliton,
:
wishing his services can address him “" East
of
attaining
to
their
own
high
calling.
Central Hall were saved, together with_the |
Dickinson, N, Y.
The tone of Episcopal papers indicates much | E bd Beh & Soc Portland,
College and Theological Libraries, most of . Something like. the above, I wrote a,
the movable property of the Societies, and
furniture of the rooms. Most of’ the valuable Cabinet, chemical, philosophical and

:

"

from England; which amount they . expect to -M ag AL iit, Otlatiola
ake
bid
raise to $50,000 by she end of March,
fi B oh 4 So. Fine fn. Léwiston,

gifts that found thelr way in tograce

bid

foe

Bay Side Soe Rey Deltona)

The Jubilee PI have sent’ home $35,000 Fra

two elegant silver tea services being” among the |

1

|FWBohg Soe, Sato JR abot,

RELGIOUS MISCELLANY,

|-

20,00
br

H,

Doven 32

Resolved, That we do not recognize him as a | BY Beh & Soc, Biderora.

were many prominent citizens of Lowell,

numerous

the denomination,

walk, therefore,

home, last

besides relatives and friends from other places.
The written invitations bore the legend, * No
presents expected,” but the hint was unheeded,

fessors in a genuine college, |
‘Some ladies’ who have ‘gradusted at

The fire was dis-

their

ndence of

o be a Freewill Baptist, and

Wednesday evening.
There were about one
hundred and seventy-five guests present, among

‘could not but feel a little more than is usnal

covered soon alter ond o'¢loék,on the morn-

gathering at

.

“
of the * Lake-Town church , and now holdiug a Mrs M A Franklin,
RI
Stletter from the Clyde church, declares his ug
“Boor Wiliam oi. 4 Soc, Providence,

>

Silver Wedding:

really introdace- the A, oelo] era in
ge.
¢
laa Hillsdate “Golle
the world's line of genuine progress and
’ The public has’ anenls been apprided of culture. The sisters who * hereaftér might
be called to fill chairs, thus endowed by
the calarhity that has ‘befallen this widely|
the
offerings of persons of their owi sex,
insad
is
It
.
and well known Institution

Principal ‘Office’ No- 626 —

NEW YORK.
. Ageypes In all the Pringlpal Cities of the World. ’

a

SN

A

Jove God first, and in the meantime 1
y up: the
see old Father White coming slowl
pray
for them,
to,Opt

Pony. fi

In answer to Fannie's invitation

| walk,

« come

Miss

wish to see

Faithful

—

' Ta is not mueh that I can
1d on;
Trey do whate’er I
pled John.
:
“ So every day Pll watch
morn till pight,
To do some kindly act, or

said

a

the

great

little

crip-

help

do to

« No sit, 1 am

Lad or. of

the

*

loving

the ‘usual

May’s

nots” and

of boys and’giyls nearly your own

age,

you? It would be too great a cross.”
The veply was prompt :

heart

. “ Must Jesus bear the cross alone
And all the world go free?
No, there's a cross for every one

I should find the owner.

I

didn't

think

was any harm to put it around my

!

Tom’ Bent’s Revenge.
!

—

Tom Bent, of Wentworth Academy, was
a tall, muscular fellow of fifteen, whom the

the

iron

monster

precious load.

* I'll follow down the track ;
Is due) hesady
mighty

horse

carries

I know

the

thing

“ I like to see the

go

A few

his ,

iv :

skates.§

“4I1] skate home now, I guess,” said Ben-

No praise or thanks craved little
joy of Jdoing good.

John,

but

so filled her mind

show you your room,

ii
Jou wi OE
yonShe i led 3 fe

and with bne

:

v8

Not 80 very far away—

Miss Bl

Wood. I

Miam,
af

rapkp}

bright’
Vee

carpet,

* Thank you;

Close its peeps, it needn’t 106k:

he lives with treats him awfully.”
‘‘He is a great deal bigger and older than

was,

but

than my father, and they
o much as he does.” *

don’t

know half}

and

May

I think I shall

hope

#4
chamber: s

oi
litte

with

which | 90 8 kuoll close . beside a ‘small
stream. The walter was deep on

saw

the

sewing
corner,
ile

a

iar ws Us

smooth, glare ice to skate on in winter,
Of all the lads; there was no one who en.
joyed i
and Soasing = much as Se
nie Clapp.
From
the first morning when

like very

The Family Circle.
Work for Jesus.
M. E.H.

pe
“ « Oh dear! I am completely. discourag|
ed,” and May Elton’s black eyes were fill-

five,

I will ring.”

can live a Christian life, or

pray

would stand on the point of one

skate,

and

describe with the other a circle ten times as

before

perfect as any he could drawin_the school

hands,” Charlie Dean used to say disconso-

lately, - after some

grt not of, have you any right to let the

failure

of his ewn to

mere, dévelopment, pas

this tasteful little book, whose outward Selicarye:+
is 80 fully in keeping with its choice contents,
One could bardly read it With fi receptive mind

that is so fitly called a‘ Library
There

is

little dinger

speaking of this book.

of

exaggeration

lack of what

The "statements, the im-

and. the: democratic

sympathy

two hemispheres.

He

knows the

|’

"New

Haweis.

York:

1874. 12mo. pp. 814.

He Keeps

rank

is urged, and

encouraged to look

PELs or, Pastimes nd, Penalties.
To
By. “the Rev.
1. R, Haweis,M
author of *¢ Mastic and’
- Aah
Ch ing “Mustrations bY M. E.

the critical brain and the warm heart. And he
is at hqme among the poets of many periods ind

Mr. Haweis . does
eral special spheres

& Brothers. ih
:

only good work in the Fn
of literature where we have

found him occupied.

they re-

Hd per

-

We had first a volume of

spectively hold; and what each has done to make sermons, then a treatise showing the mutual re®
the heart of humanity beat in responsive sympa- lations of wmsthetics and morality, and now he
thy. The selections cover a pretty wide field, L appears in the: role of a painter of juvenile life
and there is not one thing hereof doubtful vul- for the~special gratification of the little people.
ue or which failsto contribiite some real item All that we have received from his pen has rich
to the final product. There is masie in the soul ly merited a reading, but this Jast book awakens
of each, such as is almost sure to sing itself into equal surprise and gratification. Tt isa most
the soul of the appreciative reader, drowning cheering volume that now comes to us, as fresh’
the inner discords and helping experience to- as spring erocuses, and as fragrant as the trailward a grateful harmony, Scarcely a genuine fa- ing arbutus. ‘His Pet is neither fairy nor angel,
vorite will be hissed ‘from the collection, and but a thoroughly human child, alive all over and
there are few
readers who will fail to find new all through, quaint and yet natural, poetic “and
treasuresof
this sort worthy to he put side by still matter-of-fact, showing an abundance of imside with the choicest of the old. Take it all in pulse and not a few choice bits of incipient phi-"
all, we do not hesitate to pronounce the volume losophy. Aud she is by no means the only inthe very richest thing of its kind that has appear- teresting personage who sits here for a skillful.
ed. It excels ull others in variety, in comprehen- ly executed portrait. The whole story is most
siveness, in abounding werit,~in all the essen- admirably told. ‘There is not a dull page in the
tials of a true popularity. It is at once a treasury book, and the vivaeity is of the sunniest and
of literature and art. The rare mechanical wholesomest sort. The readers, young and old,
excellences strike one ata glance, But begome
still more noticeable by careful inspection, The
numerous illustrations represent some of the
highest attainments in weod engraving.
And

are sure to enter into hearty

noted

names

ih poetic

literature,

in

which

a

stanza or more of a favorite poem appears, with
the autograph, as the author sent it to the pub-

way, we

thor of * Poems by Owen
cile,” etc, Boston: James

Meredith,” ** Lu& Co,

1874. 16mo. pp. 332.

|

literature.

‘into the

By Pausy, author of

pp. 388.

somewhat

familiar

with the

of this author’s pen, we are about
endorse anything new from that quar:

Tt would involve

lence. The writer's spirit and style often remind

one of Mrs. Whitney.

There is a freshness, a

force, a directness, a pungency, an incisiveness
that make the words very effective and send the

thought straight
and sure to the brain and heart.
Ttis a live Soul

that touches the

redder’s, and mw

prompt response “follows the contact. The whole
tong of this book “is decidedly religious, while

~

there is little sét speech on’ the great subject,
and not a word is suggestive of eant.
The ehar-

Sold by E. J, Lane & Co.

Lord Lytton is no new comer

invite the

only a small risk, figuratively speaking, to sign
blank checks in any ordinary quantity and let
them be filled out afterward and presented in
our absence. The books are eminent in excel-"

styles of

Lord Lytton, au-

hereby

ter and without examination.

precions satis-

By Robert
Rot

we

OTHERWISE, °

16mo.

products
ready to

Messrs. Geo.” M. Smith & Co., Boston,
public.”
have the. general management of the agencies
ger part of New England.
for the work in the larger
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out carrying a chastened and elevated gladness,

in three different

again. Awd

coming

After becoming

product, such as can hardly go into a home with-

factions,
&
The work is issued

his

Ga

and ivish for

“ Tip Lewis,” * Ester Ried,” etc. Boston:
Lothrop & Co. Dover, N. H.: G. T. Day & Lo.

have here an exceptionally choice

or tarry w ithout fpeneiis¥ity

his book with regret,

Wisk

lisher, is a feature as noteworthy as it is unique.
To those who prizeguch things, as most sympatheti¢ and eiltivated readers da, these fac-similes alone are worth the price of the book. Ev-

ery

sympathy with the

author, end

repetition of his call on our own account, and in
anticipation of the emphatic approval which we
are sure will come from the many readers who
are yet to be gladdened by
his book.

the specimens of the chirography of twenty-five

made to know what kinkness meant.

acters are drawn

with great sharpness of out-

line, and there is nothing equivocal in the les-

field of

He is at home in the ‘region of both

sons that are urged

and the traits

that are exalt-

ed. An intelligent young a
mbally.
‘} fail to be iuterested, stirred, morally braced a

after

that, and through Bennie's gentle influence,

make a ring or cut in 8; “fhéy ‘always go
just where he wants ‘em to, and never

goes: on to.uu- -

farly clear and deep.

that combine to

make the singer a favorite and friend,

Lv

way, hig

L

traly benéfited by reading the book, and few

ile”,is a. very admirable product,

nusuul keenness of insight, special

persons are either too old or too wise to be beyond the need of such influences as are here offered,

delicacy of pereeption snd feelin, selliue. forth
the subtilty

of

thought

and

the real

quality in plan and expression:

dramatic

Phis new vol-

WILLOW BROOK.

ume is one showing the results of working a
,¥ein quite unlike those that have heretofore occupied his attention. His underlying idea will
naturally suggest Alsop; that prince in his own
‘realm, and recall that more recent attempt of

#0

:

our Jife, he

up for what is promised. The, style is wonderfully simple and forcible, as the thought is paca

in

bindirig, so as to suit: the tasies and respect the
purses of “readers.. It is sold oply- by subseription, and the agents ought to be abie to offer. it,
bank 2 not only with a clear conscience, but with the
still im ‘consciousness of being benefactors toward the

.

thought for

andgn open heart without feeling rebuked for a

land is himself a poet of no doubtful taste, skill
or standing,
He ‘appreciates both the fine art

he

by saving his life.—~The Methodist.

or

meaning. It isa foreible and beautiful pgesentation of the duty of faithfulness and the reason:

plications and the promises found on the title
page are all justified by what follows. : Dr. Hol-

horri-

friends

of

fold and apply his iden of the Great Teacher's

of Favorite

Song.”

the merry skater disappeared in
black depths. Forever? No;
Tom Bent's stalwart figure is already struggling with ice, water, everything. Now
he has his strong arms clasped tightly about
Bennie's senseless form. A minute more—

fast

when he

takes his pen to deal with the Biv. A peor by
belong to the life of the soul. Taking as sort’:

forward to aid in makiug up this single volumé’

! A shriek, a splash, a crackling
the ice into hundreds of odd

became

ithe,

And now nearly everything in those collections
which could serve the purpose has been brought:

“Let him go. It'll give him a good scare,

The two boys

theory,

of cant,

added as unother step toward a complete result.’ und blessedness. of trust which Le gives us in

Miss Wood. Iknow she isnot a Christian; with the aid of compasses and pencil. He Tom ceased to be a brutal tprant and mean
enough,” she was
her face is not aN
was perfectly ready to teach any one all his, bully—became after many struggles and
uch striving one of the kindest and best
saying to herself.
‘| tricks on’ runners, bit none of the hoys|
Ah! Christian. man or woman, do you
Gys in the academy, And Bennie ‘is fond
could ever learn enough to rival him.
of telling all the new boys who come to the
| always “remember that the face is the index
_ ‘“It seems just as if Bennie's feet were
school how Tom revenged himself on him
of the character? if - Jesus is with you;

nting you that peacé that the world

life. He evidently has depth and fervor iii his ‘
own religious experience, and soit ii; not the 1°

take no

If the skater continued the course he was

“Look out " cried Tom, eagerly.

pp. 46.

ere also laid under ¢dntribution to make
the books still more attractive, and the highest
mechanical excelleces that appear in connection with the publisher's common work were

he discovered the water just glazed by the two minutes—he is safely on the
frost, he tried the strength and thickness of panting, shivering, but with Bennie
the ice every day, until it was safe to test his arms,
v
it upon runners.
Small and slight as he
To this day, he can scarcely tell you how
was, he was the best skater in the school ; he managed to carry-Bennie home without
and was envied for his accomplishments help, almost exhausted as he was himself.
by all his companions. He was skilled in But he did so, and~the half-drowned boy
letter-qutting, figure-drawing, and all sorts was brought back to consciousness, and
of fancy devices; and was a perfect adept Tom was warmed and clothed, and fed, and
in ‘“‘outer edge” and the ‘Dutch roll.” He

Left alone, May quickly divested herself
of her dusty traveling dress, and, drawing
the easy chair to the window, gazed upon
the beautiful scenery with a thankful héart,
and an earnest prayer thathere she might
work for Jesus.
.*¢ The cosy little room ! how I digit. enjoy myself if 1 were ‘only alone; 1 never

sleep outright;
just behind;
of sight;
like the wind.
—Geo. MacDonald.

in cer-

18mo.

“There is something peculiarly fresh, unhackseved and effective in Macdonald’s way of déal-.i
ing with the deeper questions of the Christian $id
batt

Popine qualities,
) The pemeils of the best | of text the . precept ‘of. Christ, when 'hé : bidseas |

then taking, he’ must inévitably fall into the
water. There was.plenty of time {o warn

Too late
well actain places, which the boys were\
split
that
ded
river\affor
tiny
the
and
quainted with,
them much amusement as a place t bathe pieces, and
and swim in in summer, and a fine field of the cold,

‘smile,

“We hope you will 3 vest now until
when tea will be ready;

‘winding

|

ide

very thin for several yards.

was

and profit in employing
set

indulgence

y

The water

help

and sobgs and give them a vital and permanent hold upon the hearts of the people; and
fhere was no overlooking of either the artistic or

. Just in front of hind, around a slight bend
in the river, Tom could see a great black
breathing-hole, about which the ice ‘was

him, if Tom-chose.

find

sive, and bear directly and strongly upou the
very things which concern the true seeker’s soul
Sweet,” ‘*
Kathrina,” ete.
Illustrated "with
and duly,
o
v
one hundred and’ twenty-five eharvIng: , after
. designs§ by Church, Johnson, Darle
opbin
CURE
FOR
THOUGHT-TAKING,
By Goon e Mics: ’
Nast, Hennessey, Moran, Griswold,
ete.,
York: Warren &
yuan.
With twenty-five autographs in” Tein. 7 dongld. New

bly cold. It made Tom shiver to look at it.
The
skater was nearing. the carve faster and
we are,” Charlie Dean would reply; “and
faster. One moment, and he would -disaphe ought to know better.”
pear beneath the ice.
“That's nothing,” Bennie would add. “of
All that was wicked in Tom Beats nature
know lotsof men that's bigger and older
rose up in his brain, and whispered :

much.”

God is here, and God isi there—
Sees the great scythe glitter and rip; 3
Watches baby gone somewhere ;
Sees the mother’s fingers trip.

BY

You see he hasnt

cany father or mother to tell him what's
right and wrong; and they say the uncle

reception

snowy white bed, easy chair, low
table, old fashioned clock in the
\
i
i

Father’s busy making hay
in the meadow by the brook;

Year's

for

lad

evening of each of

and Songs of Nature. With an Introduction,
nod editedby J, G. Holland, authorof “Bitter

‘and serve him right for taking the strap,
So, with a sweet spirit of charity, Bennie
from the lady would have set her at’ her
Now is the time for revenge !”
would forgive Tom for all his tricks.
ease, but she'must’ be introduced to Miss
The skater was almost on the black, thin
By-and-by the autumn’slipped away and’
Wood, the teacher of the Grammar Depart- |
ice.
All that was good*in Tom Bent's nament, ~He# dress of black aveused Mays thie boys began to get out their skates, ture filled his heart with a flood of kindness
grease
and
sharpen
them,
look
at
the
consuch
but the face: was set
sympathy,
SY
the
little fellow, who had nevér done
a with
her
<b
dition of their sleds, and generall
prepare toward
|.
:
pot
fo it ny
ib or
for cold weather, The school-hfuse stood hi any harm, and whom he had tormentw
=
‘a
ed so often.

Slideaivay ff dio sicep
Sis will waten ull Somes back,
Mother's knitting at the door,

One

work

Pow's:A-cordial

Mr.

place,

the

She will set the bright tea-things.

2

By the
he
0 nuthor of * The

Wide

Wide World.” New York: Robert Carter&
Brotliers, 16mo. pp. 348. a by D. Lothrop:

GiuserPe’s HoME.
BY Julia X. Mathews, author of the ‘ Golden Ladder Series,” i
Same Publishers,
&c. 1874, 16mo. pp. 343.

fone of our own popular authors in * Mother
of the world fret you?. Is it
Goose for Grown Folks.” But he is no copy: | The author of Wide. Wide World hardly needs
right
that
you
carry
a
**
long,solemn
face’?
' the bed she had just opened for its daily
sprawl about, and’ trip him ap as other felist. Muny of the fables are thoroughly his own, | any specific commendation. as.a writer. She inThe world expects to see your Master in lows’ feet do.”
Writing is reWheu Heory B. was about twelve years ‘and
airing.
in telling thie story and drawing out the dulges in no slipshod servi
« Discouraged P” echoed Fatinie from your actions, words, and looks, Think then
and moral, he displays his keen percep- sponsible and sapréd Work 16 Heb! She waits un.0ld he worked. a few weeks in a ecotton- meaning
Bennie's
proficiency
on
the
ice
was
one
of
across the ; room; '*‘ What's the matter of the souls you may win for him, if you Tom Bent’s' chief grievances. By prac- factory, a half-inile from his house. Every tion of hidden analogies, his skill as a master of til she has something to ray, and then she
seeks to say it so that it shall prove effectcarry a cheerful, loving face always. May
gpeech, and his ability Yo fll thie inanimate and
now, May ?”
ticing
in private,
and performing in- morning, after bidding mother, little sister brute world with abounding life and the highest ive. She hasoalways a definite aim, and one
was
roused
from
her
reverie
by
a
tap
at
the
¢ Matter enough; here it is the very last
public, Tom tried to outdo Bennie; but he and brother, as well as his favorite **Chip;”. ‘and most peculiar human qualities, The Intro- worthy,of a Christian woman who exercises the
of April, and not a solitary committee has door, and Miss Wood said, pleasantly,—
never succeeded. One or two of Bennie's good-by, he would trudge, dinner. pail in. | duction happily and quatntly sets forth the spir- (anctions of authorship as u conscious seryant of
++ Are you ready: for tea? I came up to
band, to his work.
* spoken to me.”
| it in whichhe' has prepared
the book. He rep-| a# heavenly Master. Willow Brook 1s in some.
go down with you, thivking it might re- most fantastic and graceful feats, Tom, who
“ Let patience have her perfeet"—
Chip was a little dog which a aditioman resents himself us baving met a fox gifted with sense a continuation of a narrative begun tn a
was
much
heavier
and
clumsier,
could
«Don't
finish, I beg of you. You lieve vou of some embarrassment. I have never approach. ‘He was always boasting had given Henry, and he was a sprightly the power of speech, who tells him. that. Zsop is previous volume, thoughits interest is menstraneedn’t look so solemn either, for I haven't the advantage of coming so carly in the’ that he could teach Bennie Clapp a thing or creature, very fond of lis young master, really living to-day, and that the open eye and bly independent, of what has gone before. Spe=
sympathetic heart will not fail to discover him cial prominence is given to talks upon the Lord’s
| - one spark left. 1 know what you are go- day, you know.”
Indeed,it seemtwo oo skates; but nobody had ever seen who loved him in return.
in all sorts of things. The poet, at the end of Prayer, held at the home in Mosswood, and into
“
Thank
you
for
your
thoughtfulness.”
ing to say now, too.
Yes, I can have
him do or attempt to do anything which ed hard for them to be separated for a day. the collogay, thus utters himself in the narre- which a large amount of the best sort of teach«No thanks; I wish to get acquainted.
yours in thé Fall; this one at home, two;
ing and suggestion. constantly enters, There is
Bennie could net accomplish much betIn the room With Henry worked 4 young tive :
¥
the sparkle of real life in the colloquies, and the
Brown’s hill, three; but what of that ¥ 1 As we are to have such close relations, the ter. "So, nobody took any notice of his man called Fred, who was eighteen years “ Then,” I ond “ whatsoever they wa,
‘sooner we know each other. the better.”
genuine but ‘thoughtful freedom of speech inwant one. now.”
That
I
meet,
as
thé
¢chance
may
cone,
boasts and threats, and this indifference old, and who appeared to like Henry.
One
After tea, when in ‘their room together,
dulged is a constant’ exhilaration, while the
.
©‘ [ am sorry, my sister, but \you must
only irritated him the
more against day, when Fred had been out riding, he If T speak to question them, all—
high moral ends are ever kept in the supreme °
1 Bees that hover, and blossoms thiat hum;
remember that you are just out of school, ibs a
:
Bennie.”
>
:
went to benry on his return, and told him The beast of the field or the stall;
place. The book is worthy of its predecessors
Sud 5 one knows as yet that. yon wish to
May thought the question Me
but |. One day, at afternoon recess, Bennie dis- that as he was psssing his mother’s house,
from the same source.
:
The trees, leaves, rushes and grasses;
Giuseppe’s Home is a touching account of the
covered lying on the ground near the river- Chip ran out, barking at the horse, and The rivulet, running away;
| said,
On3 They might know 1i thiéy’ wotld.h+
life and experiences of a little Italian boy, strugThe bird of the air, as it passes ;
“wl Wil %'. A! quid; not live without bank a good, strong strap; with holes-and a running under the carriage, the wheels
“ Wait patiently, darling.”
ging bravely’ with trial, hardship and tempta~
1
Orithe
mountains,
that
motionless
stay,
went
over
bim
and
killed
'
him.
‘I'am
so
buckle—just]
such
a
one,
indeed,
as
he
had
|
t
i
tion ina foreign’ land, and Winning Helpers and
‘+ “ There it is :agat;" ‘smd May seized the prayer.”
en wanting for ‘a’ long time 'to fasten sorry,” said Fred, “but conld not help it.” .|"" And yet whose irrembviible masses
achieving success by ‘meansof the real manlifeather bed and fiercely whirled and pound. 1
Keep
changing,
as
dreams
do,
all
day—
1
und his skates when, .he
How badly Henry felt! Hig favorite Chip | 1AWALL thoy answer me? | Bellimts Shiels
fleas which he Wee gershis Stuy child- |
ed it until every. feather stood. upon end,|
hem im his hand. He picked.it up, and ran dead! Being a truthful boy rimseld, be
then abruptly facing her sister, she. began: maker
_4, | about ymong the boys. trying to’ find its never doubted Fred's story.
room."
JGITOL
TE]
Tu
u think you can be patient with a
The fox, as he turned aside,
a
«ry. motu
oben re to do.
ot oe
to
“wl ava
DEVAL. I
My sisters own ere—-Nobody-olaimed-—ity-or--knew
When u h he sat down to est bis dinnet, the
“Gave
meatriendly
finy, Ao debt hanging over you, yéuw| play,—but
glance,
;
to
,/
vi
land
concluded
it
takes
&
fiteiig
Bennie
ice
so
Nmohy
ext
Shen
belonged;
m=
I 2 the iden of fitting noy- whom it
thought of his poor
vor
vanous..
almost, choked And fac hadi replied
. may, b i bE
and will not, God help‘keep at until inquiries, were made for it. He him ; it seemed that he Chip
ft
poo
orchace.
self
for
a
a
clags
teacher
when
I.
was
rt
yr
could
not
swallo
a
w
ing me,"—the
fierce tempest
g away at

ed to overflowing as she sank, down upon

little cares

A

Ao

the last clause, for May. so

cd trying

ite, youn

pot foynd fime

(hus:

ha,to. carry

me ET a

i his skates together; buckled the strap mouthful,

Tey 7: And 50, .oh ‘well,
How long the aftefrioo
und them ; thought how nice it would be and how he dreaded going’ home! n] was! “Phe: author: has indeed
No: little Hete the products of eight
‘to carry them that ‘way, and then, at the
dog to greet him ‘as usual.

vc. | Bl

Th

Ape Et

¢ tried.

NOB

tried, for dhe are’
years’ labor,rrmot ex-

ORTOn:

ets Fg
rm ‘of: m
Xa
for

Snpou, A
{fur to s ad nah chs SAR
he
to recognize God’s band in everything.
A
‘moment's
silence,
and
May
thought,
|“ That is right, dear sister, you know
| clusively devoted to this object, perhaps, but it |
Sen
Feu
fh
sound of the bell, went back to his lessons, |
ys, refrain from. lying. i 0) in mean,
| has evidently opoupied
iim mugh of the time and:
you hired the money fon your «schooling; here is work, aud:continued,—
“Where's my skate-strap P” shouted Tom | cowardly, and an
awl sin in the’ sight ht ‘ho has wrought to some LIED nrg tes aure do
o
Temperance
« ['thought you asked me if 1 prayed, Bent, after school Was: Sis forbiing #fadng |
ios,
with the feeling
that if it were ‘right, God
will hooelorsh Bete mo
(deeper panty
m:
Co
be.
ose
‘ & Pb
New
lie.
to
&1
God,
would prosper you, and enable you to re- and I was very glad, for 1 thought it show- : the bdoks in his desk. Mohn
go out to Spec id study it with 11
Sal Le oe.
House.
Chip lived to" dotifors, His little sated fo those who
turn it the present year. Shiall we noi trust ed your interest in, such matters.”
|
vl
A vary excellent colieation of ‘material for. wise
him, then”. ©
ul nu gled
fo #4 I aih intérest8d, but I ‘Bevdr pray in] At first there was no ‘answer; for. many who is now a respectable young man, and wh pon
of the hoys, includis ; Bennie, had already a comfort,
to his parents A
school ; 1 think it better for them to repeat™| “gone out into the y
fonda my | no tile enjoyment in: drinking inhi fuftuerice in thevarious spheres vedas4 a seompiler.
,.and the others were Young Pilgrim. 4 RT
| bas_shown
ant.
4
offered by the book itself.
But, as her sister left, the: ivoofn, May the Lord's PYAYER
NI 3 WO. IIE
a
| ticlés rari
aes eta
su ihe a» ote
foo busy about theif own affaits to observe
sank into a chair and
iddulgéd Werself, for
‘** 1 never dare:ask thetn. to do that, for
A
Book of Private ‘best writers on this
om.
He scowled, picked. up his books, “Have
something to a
‘the next Yalf bo, na hearty ery. “Who yon rarély finda Christian’ fn ‘school, and and snatching his.
burn o wy |
Borat ¢
country. There ‘we!’ yi
cap {vom she hook, rushthe
bh
shallsa,
tions, nearly a
Poway
‘#hirty Dias
Hit would be’ lip ervide] thdee’ Mmblkery” H « ed out among the scholars Sithered ar ound ic! It will be logic on fire! Bread may be | HELE ehni)
logies, aud they possess character and do not;
so solid as to be good for nothing: at all;so
fle}
‘* Rut you would" pray’ with® the ‘leary; the stone steps.
saber Latbrop
e
&
| yeast is not good to tive on. | Haye
you wonld not have Jo answer for Yea
i

E

the

her, and wa)ked with her to ‘her boarding?~\

det Ean

Sleep, dear baby;
Mother’s sitting
Father’s only out
God is round us

not

noted

‘Jesus, with God's help, The little children should love her, and she would teach
them to love Him.
With such joyful thoughts she. was soen
at her journey's end. Mr. Harrison met

him

Waiting till the kettle sings;
When the ketti&s song is o’er,

he know show bad he js.

the

took no notice of him.

‘*[ don’t think it's all Tom’s fault that he
is So wicked. Half thé time I don ’t"believe

and Father
for Jesus,”

she would

passing time. ges,

Closeits
not peep;
Drop itseyes;
fists it itsmust
fingers
slack;

.

she

that

knew very well who

thing, Bennie would say to his friends:

of

her

this

because

Lord,
Work

was the work of the
White's last’ words,—**

Cottage Cradle Song.
L ©.

ambition

best, her desive to be faithful

anit

He saw the engine slack its speed, then hid
in the wood ;

as a ‘toteacher
46

her

resting upon
sibility
immettal souls, ber

|

¢ Thank God, T have ‘a: mateh!”? he cried, and
soon the fire blazed high
Upon the track, and still he worked, until the
train was nigh.

The respon-

Her thoughts were very busy.

thundering

Then soon he came to where a bridge a mighty
chasm crossed,—
broken!—Johu grew pale 1—The
A rail was
train would sure be lost!
Then quick as thought he fell to work and gathered twigs and bark,
Dead limbs of trees, dry grass,—whate’er would
burn or catch a spark.

of labor.

away in the ears to her new field

train

nie was always especially good to him.
Whenever Tom did any particularly mean

andthe

forms of prayer, they will doubtless come home
as something very welcome,
The prayers are
varied in specific subject, simple, comprehen~

I know whom it-bélongs to.”
Aud ‘Bennie, ‘winding the unfortunate | New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co, Octavo. pp. 721.
piece of leather into a coil, banded it to
The volumes which have been issued for the
Tom, who stood over “him like the brute’ ‘Holidays under the general title of Folk-8ongs
ll tyrant that he was.
;
have gained a wide and deserved popularity.
“I'l be revenged on you, that’s all!” The selections were made with an ample knowleried Tom, as-h¢ walked off ddwn the road. ‘edge of the elements that ener into, real poems

Tom's ugliness ta Bennie, except that Ben-

whirling

May

later" found

days

er for the morning.

the thirty-one days in the month; and to those

LUPIRATER LIBRARY OE FAVORITE SONG.
Based upon Folk-Songs, and comprising Songs
of the
Heart, Songs of Home, Songsof Life,

nie, beginning to fit lis runners to his
little boys all feared, and the- big boys all
boots.
see hind. I am confident you will make the hated, Despite his unpopularity, however,
“All right,” added Charlic Dean; rn
and then, when
he succeeded in. brow-beating the whole
necessary arrangements,
go
as far as I can’ with you.”
child.
the little immontals are entrusted to your school, and acted towards his companions’
The Jittle river that passed the shod
“¢ He that i8 faithful in the least is faithful in
care, work for Jesus.”
very much as his
ill pature
inclined
him.
much mere,”
A low “I will try,” a hearty oh
from
After every tussle he grew more and more house flowed thrqugh land that Bennie’s
So.for that servant small he set a blesseqtask in |, good ‘qld father’s hand, and May stole | insolent and domineering, until at last, “the father owned, and often, wheu the ice was
" store.
good, the boy would skate home from
away to her room to thank her heavenly younger boys used to separate, and disperse
One day the boys cried“ Hunchback, run! now
in every direction, if he were seen coming school, which it took him much less time to
Father for this his goodness, and seek
“run with all your might!”
do than to walk over the broken road.
toward
them.
w.
Mocking his hapless gait ;—yet John cried cheer- divine guidance for the coming intervie
Tom Bent lived a little beyond Bennie;
One
httle
chap,
named
A
Bémis
Clapp,
fully, * All right.”
« At the appointed hour, she met Mr. Harbut they rarely went home together, for
seemed
to
be
the
particular
object
of
Tom's
-Xe
made,
And quickening his halting steps, he left them rison, and an engagement was
spite and malice. Bennie was a delicate, Bennie seldom spoke to Tom when the -lathad said to her,
on the green,
ter did not molest him in some way.
might
he
And hid him in a distant wood, where
« We very much wish, Miss Elton, to sweet-tempered lad, about eleven years old,
As Tom walked along, nursing his anger
who
had
never
been
knd¥n
to
do
a
weep unseen ;
make our schools the coming year more mean or unkind thing since he entered the against poor Bennie, and vowing to be reof
loud
sahg
bird
every
since
Yet wept not long,
We have aimed to
prosperous than ever.
peace and joy,
school.
It was all the stranger, therelore, venged on him, he heard the low, whirring
teachers, those
earnest
ake,
wide-aw
He turned around
And the very purling of the brook spoke comfort secure
that Tom Bent should take so much trouble| sound of skates on ice.
.
that shall have a special interest in each
to the boy:
and saw,” some distaneo behind him, a little
We trust you will not
individual pupil.
iron
eame beside the
s he
There
absolutely no reason for figure rapidly approaching backward. He
'
d
200 n in his «wandering
On whigh

Beview, *

who can

but I'm very glad to give it back, Tom, now

[To be continued.)

er

*¢¢ Certainly, and many thanks for your
|
interest in me,”.
« None at all, my dear child ; just go and

do

And there’s a cross for we.”

;

morrow at ten ; will you go?”

bear my burden
Lord will care,—
gave it
1 know He watches, and will help,—~He
,
me to bear.”
Master
‘So little "John went bravely on ;—his
, . saw, and smiled,
of the
And graciously accepted all the service
«ll

After

in W. the
«T have been visiting friends
rman of |
chai
the
with
met
I
past week, and
for | the school committee, who was looking
1
nt.
rtme
Depa
a teacher of the Primary
to in~
me
ed
oriz
auth
he
and
you,
of
spoke
tovite you to meet him at the city hotel

right. +

cheerfully ;—the

May.”

id But you don’t mean (to say you have
courage to fny before a whole room full

on:
gave one bound of joyful anticipati

my chanee, from early
speak.n

will, Jor .1

asked:
salutation he turnegl to May and
;m
«Are you engaged this summer

Yenst:

in the
ey

|4

I

* Yes,

he said,

in,”

Bie

sented the imputation of having taken something that did not belong to him. When he
got breath enough to speak, said:
“I.didn’t steal your strap, at all, Tom
Bent. I pickedeit up4n the yard at recess.
Nobody knew whose it was, so I kept it till

will

a

u

Ber

er

sin.”

dil

“Ob! it's you, is it, Clapp, who've fiolen

the oa | he
votional Eo Imes
IR
repared |
meal, and yeast enough to leaven it" ap. Wok 10
of this ime Li been Jr welPut heart, soul and warmth ‘in’ your ser. Hse “and helpful to many devout souls. He
mons. - ‘An infidel once made this criticism compreliends the wants, ‘the experiences, the in their Ti

my strap ?” cried Tom, seizing poor Bennie
compelling by the collar, and lifting him with a shake
| several inches Irom the ground, “I might of the
others to do what they had-we heartin P" ~
Methodists: “If they were but pan“ But they might come to have a heart in have known who it was, if I bad oaly "{opied in the literary armor of some other
| #hought a minute.”
it- through your influence,”
seets, in five years they would conquer the
8. " You; bat 1 Would Father teach thom to _.Bennie's face flushed, for he Sesply re- world for Joss Christ." Dr. H. 0. Fish. :
4“ But the

responsibility | Should 1 feel,

al I had honored -God by

I
*
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&

nk

adaptation,

bis

h

J HamarTR

cheap
she

En
0

i

il hi

3

is
ok ip
one
hn Noy, 406

York,

euesp i

He

conflicts and the longings of such souls, and be | Fibiitini Af
0, and" it portrays cer«
knows also how to voice their, inward struggles tain phases of English life with no ttle skill and
and open.to them the way of relief and

strength,

In this volume he hasww. ight bei a Wimilar |
wim snd with wot as vances:

“There
uy

Stott. At is a fruftful press that

and it is a somewhat greedy

ouf these
lio whose

pray: demands heen pace
p with such an Ample supply.
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Literary Miscellany,
A Chinese Funeral,
r

i"

Fret

f——

ing accident -of social rank, but in (he uni- perpetuate thé blundersof the compositor,
versal bond of common

humanity.

Hence

and

perhaps, the compositor

may

negleet

to undo’the wrong he has done; although
friendly with their servants; hence it is his attention is plainly called to-it on the
Jipwe hear them talk together about the proof, When about to. make this a preffairs of the family; hence it, is that sery- paratory survey, the editor does not take a
Tai, ice in, Fr o Bo fo uently assumes al- cigar in his mouth and elevate his heels to
| itis that

we see

French

masters

so

often

ha

’

»

Recently, a Chinaman named Mow
a partner in the firm of Sun, War, On & most

Co., poisoned himself through taking an
«overdose of opium. After’ the inquest (

e form

o

nate

intimacy.

n, that we should
i
imk it

which a verdict was returned that deceas
died from the effects of opium administere
by himself, while" in a state of ‘tem orary
insanity) the friends of the departed, who

In

thereb
meces-

.
--

stances of Chinamen, both in ‘China and
Australia, who bad
been throws into an

indication of a possible remedy

the ills ing search; for after all itis

for

WOtual SUCTORE
WIV: ag. dfn to my
dignity would help ‘us in our own

apparent death {hrough an overdose of opi-

*

~ some with water,and it is said that those who

but a

and

instructive

greans—not

DavID

P. FLANDERS died in Wilmot

perusal.

© Suddenly

an expectant groan

died,as the burning out of a candle.

A Catalogue

a

GRANVILLE,

J.

&

4

L ALBERT.D. HILL died in Exeter, Me., Dec. 8; |.
1873, aged 62 years and 9 months.’ He experiented religion some eight years ago, but never

made a public pra
fon until three years and a
half ago. He was
b iptized b Rey.
A, Redlon,
and united with the I. Baptist church ‘in East
Corinth, Bro. Hill was a fait ifal Christian, ever
at his post, alwaysre
to give a reagon for his
hope, He leaves a wife and several children,
and

like that

character.

She

hved respected and

died

| yond the reach of hope, who feels that the

bok

has been

>
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Four terms of

;

begins Monday,

~

oor gt

Friday

Monday, Noy. 17, 1873.
bi

Shring Term choses Friday, April 10, 174

. Summer Term begins Monday,

April 27, 1871.

Summer Term closes dar
For further partioulars, a;

;

A.

Apr 2, 1874.
Principal,

CULEWTS,

Sen, Trustees.”

Néw Hampton, N.H., July 22, 1874.

'

~

ja answer Lo many calls, and to weet

ox

i
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MAINE CENTRAL

what we think a real want, we haye re-

va yan sutling higgins

4

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.

my

oid

wv

August 25, 1873.

Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 35, 1874, ©
.
* Vadation
one week.

Y

INSTITUTE.
-

Li

;

lamént-

wan

Winter Term begins

cently published NEW:
very neat style, sets
afour-page tract,
ting forth, in a plain,
3

J
of Ash-

y

Fall Term cise

best to do that

J

each,

wee

CALENDAR: ©,

may be made through

business with this office direct,

INSTITUTION.

ERVEY, A. M., Principgl, with eight
:

Fall Term

purchased there at the same price
y
y
nces for the:

ly be

HAMPTON

associates, .
Dix Jeguiar courses for both sexes.

Arrangements have been made with D. 8,
Heftron, 250 State St., Chisago, for the sale of
our denominational . and ‘Sabbath school books.

Star and other. papers

EDWARDS died in East Tilton,
_years and

‘NEW

Books in Chicago.

him, but » will

J.J. BANKS.

ed by ull who knew ber.
2
- MARY, widow of Joseph Willoughby,

This little

A.B.M

BUSINESS CARDS, &ec.,
done in‘ thé best manner, at this Office.

They may be
we. ¢

a lurge elrele of friends to mourn his death.

Miss MARY

be hed Sen eeh edb
Sre the snr cs

mated,

Job Worl
| fosezzss.

He leaves

to mourn an aged widow and two sons, one of.
whigh is a: praeticing physician ir Belfast, Me.
S

R————

CHRISTIAN mAPTYSH,

new
8, and
av
comely
a
+ It should be
ery pastor a
Bip a CO] by of ths newly
t clas
anos,
modern
improvements,
only dy TH papercovers
sis oth The Waters
Conteris Burlorfor Jook. roe, i cloth,
extra; on
rgans are the most
Aer, 4 cts,
on ,
ul in style and perfect
the
ater 3 cents
ong ever made, Illustra
logue mailed. -1y38

11 months, The sub
Jeet of this ndfice found Christ several Jeans ago,
was baptized and.united with the Baptist church
ut Sanboraton, and ever maintained p Chriegan

from one ‘who hopes
for help to reach him
through it, but the groan of one who is be-

~. Oivil Rights.

“MR.

search Jan. 9, ag

for errors and agony, and nof'an agreeahje.

households.—French Home Life.

am, and who afterward, by proper ‘reat+ ment, had ® been brought round. ‘Some
“Chivamen dilute their.opiuta with vinegar,

1874, aged 7 years and 6 months. Liona was
sick only a few days, and died very suddenly,
Jeaving parents, brothers and sisters to mourn,

Flat, Feb, 19, 1874, gged 78 years. He had,been
out of health for several months, but kept about
the desk;-as is the popular tradition. Dy-, ‘most
of the time till Sabbath, Feb, 15, when he
ing men don’t do that way, you know, “and was taken down
in a paralyzed state and remainwe have come to the conclusion that an ed so till he died.
For some over eighty hours
editor examining his paper feels very mach he neither moved a limb nor spoke a word, and

8; in like a man who. [Slicul to Dass into eter«
fully and slowly
d
here | nity... He reads along.
is only
a tacit recognition of a connection, Bkea man feeling his way . across a piece
appear to have some curious notions on the which, while it lasts, suspends
ality, of doubtful jce. Suddenly his face becomes
subject, made an applieation to the author-- The master ‘sacrifices nothing in
chattin distorted with an awful pain. He doesn't
ities that they might be allowed to keep the and laughing with his servant, for he feels ay out, he doesn’t rant. The anguish
Fad for a week before interment.
This that behind
the sérvant lies: the .man; the within him is so broad; and deep, and ivapplication they made, not from ‘any super- “servant” gulus ‘nothing
by the act, for he tense, that he does not trust it to ;words,
stitious fotive, but frog ane ‘an eumisont: considers it to result
from: a fundamental He just simply reaches up and,
lakes a
practical
character.
They were
of opin- right of which the exercise is temporarily handfulof his own
pair, and tugs at it uniiop that there
be. a ashi of rdf ye Mitkd by ithe obétiibe which ho6 Wolun- ti) the tears come in his eyes. Then. he
icks up the paper, ‘which he has taken the
Storing him to life,
or in
other words, they “tarily incurred when be accepted
his place,
“thought it possible thut ‘he might not be Surely this is a fur higher standard than the récaution to kick across the room on disdead. They\stated that they had known n-_ one we employ; surely there is here the covering the error, and resuwes the (Brtur-

bd

Ehvedn him.

4 Groat OffHEI:4 0

LIONA M., daughter 6f

Joseph H. and Dorcas
A. ‘Walker, died in Wilmot,
N.. Her dan, 9,

:

PITTSFIELD,

Preparatory Normal, Academ-

Furnishes Coll

wal a

trinfil basis, its church polity, and some of its chief Fall

Me.

Ladies”

Full course

of study.

tor

rerms, 10

:
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
only take the water mixture ae often resus
| Winter pny
warm sunshine, the kind glance of
oh 1873.
months, Though a great sufferer for months, put’ into the hands of those who would learn, by Spring term cominences Feb.
1874.
i
citated, while those who take vinegar ave
ship,
the
beautiful flowers and the songs she bore all with bristian patience,
The vécessity for .a Civil Rights law is
and fell means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of Summer term commences A ril 25, 1874.
The Chinamsn in shown by an article by Bishop Haven, in of bipds are gone forever and forever from asleep in Jesus.
never brought round,
N4
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to thosg
D
question had partaken of a mixture of 6pi»
S80C1a
lima. It is a smothered groan accompanied
inci
.
who order them
theIndependent,
this purpose. Price—§4 per 1000; Miss R. ANNIE FON
from
BETSEY,
which
wife
we
quote
of
Elias
as
Buzzell,
Teacher of f German
Gorm: ‘and
died in Tilton,
tam and water, and for this reason it was
by a kick out of the leg, as if the party had Feb. 10, aged
Mathematics.
4
50 cts. per 100; 7
C8
=
per
dozen.
Send
ordérs
to
65
years
and
4
months.
‘During
follows
:
¢
thought possible that he might be restored
Miss CLARA, A. FORBES, Teaeher in Normal Dein that moment taken an eternal leave of the winter the subject of this notice became
inJaden A
~ to life. Khe proper remedy 'to administer
In Florida, South Carolina,
There is still another terested in religion, and leaves an evidence with
Mississippi, all things earthly.
Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
DOVER, N.H
in uel Gases is a dose or series of Soses-of and I believe Louisiana, the Civil Rights searzh with aching eyes and throbbing her (riends that she died in the faith.
* | Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
>
Penmans
duely's.blood; and this appears to have been bill is enacted as a local law. Consequent- brain, and then the paper is smashed down. ane
;
hip will be taught by an experienced . J. G. MUNSEY.
|
igo
Teacher.
and | ah
to the unfortu- 1y, there is more liberty in these States than on the floor, and the infuriated man “bounds
MAUD M., daughter of O. C, and Martha Q.
No
deduction
for less than halfea term, except on
— ‘nate Mow
ai, but without avail, . So his “in most of the States at the North. But that up from his chair, and : catches both hands Mason, died in North Sandwich, Jan. 24, of WILTON
flccount of sickness.
:
Half terms commence at the
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
croup,
“friends at Jast gave it up for a bad job dnd makes it more
aged
2
years
into
and
his
9
hair,
days.
inning
and
and
Little
dances
middle
Maud's
around like a affectionate
of the term.
dangerous when: their colj
‘disposition
he
price
decided to bury him.
of
and
#oard,
WiLtoN,
MUSCATINE
CO.,
IOWA.
winning
in
clubs, varies trom $140 to
manners
:
madman,
isa
om
He
doesn’t call upon heaven gained the love of
ored eitizéns
-their boundaries. A
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as
all.
She
was
too
pure
tle
for
The funeral cortege consisted of # hearse South Carolina legislator, a gentleman
Cotfimence
d
its
Fall
Term
and
earth to witness what he is going fo earth, and is now with’ her Saviour
Sohiember 2. Continues
are formed.
in
16 weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term men’s
in heaven.
and mourning coach and two of jthe town dress and bearing, went over
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
do,
and
to
bi&ht
him
if
he
should
not
do
it.
commence
s
January
the
bridge
5, 1874, andscontinues
:
‘OM.
buggies—the three latter being
followed by Spring term ofof the same length. 11 weeks, 3 rates.
He doesn’t dash into the eomposing room
/filled with: which separates his State from Georgia,
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
MARY FRANCES, daughter of Rev. D, Calley,
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
the friends of the deceased, and the hearse few weeks ago, into the city of Auguste ar: and scorch the men with his wrath. Even
PER ORDER,
Pilisfield, Maine,
died in Bristol, Aug. 7, *73 aged 16 years.
¢
containing the coffin, on which was a plate | Some one recognized him,
this
" C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
slight
relief
is denied him. The paper
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
and asked him if
- ..COM.
- setting forth his age, his country, ard
the re was not from South Carolina. He an- is worked off, and the scrutiny that would
PENNSYL
OF
VANIA.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
EFFIE H., only daughter of Lester and Mary
period of his death. An express had gone swered that he was.
cheerfully attack a néedle in a haystack,
died in Lincoln, Jan. 29, 1874, aged 3 AGRICULTURAL,
on in advance containing the deceased’s
Ta
would fall paralyzed before a search for Bryant,
The
location
of this institution at Evansville
years, T months and 14 days.
She was
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, Wis.,
an
clothes, bedding, etc., also a number of arthe author of the great wrong.
proSCIENTIFIC and
He doesn’t interesting child. The parents sorely quite
.
ductive, farming country. The village of Evansville
need
the
ticles used in celebrating the Chinese funersay anything at all—not a single intelligi- sustaining love of Jesus. - Our prayer is that
i
CLASSICAL, | an not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inbi
J
i
al rites; likewise a roast duck and loin ‘of
habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons,
ble word escapes his ashen lips, as he holds they may seek forit now while it is the acceptaTen Professors and Instanctors. Not sectarian,b
ut | The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
salt pork, together with tea, brandy, and
JOSHUA TUCKER.
his hair and prances about in the dingy ble time,
thoroughly Christian,
facilities for the accomplishment of its work; Prof.
Location can not be
other refreshments that,
surpassed
solitude
land, died in Belmont, Jan. 31, aged 86 years and
(riend-|g

EINOSURY BACHE OER a1 Princip.

I. D, STEWART,
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nese notions, are

according to

good for the

of his room.
done, he sits down and

Chi-

souls

of the

departed.
The
funeral took place in the
Southern Cemetery, where a good many

esting ceremony
which followed,and which
the young gamins afterwards characterized

No doubt it

Obitwavies,

was the more enjoyableto these members of
At the first station
‘in that
the rising generation from the fact that Matter State,
State
the
eonductor
came
to
him
and
orderthere was nothing to'pay.
‘ed him into'the Jim Crow Car,” as they
Arrived atthe graveyard, the hearse was call it here. He ** refused
to go. He again
stopped, and the coffin borne to the grave ordered him, and
sought to drag him out
by several of the “deceased's comrades.
It of his
He resisted. The. conductor
was ai once lowered down without any went on seat.
the
platform
further ceremony. The ropes having been very soon four young of the depot; and
men of ithe place apraised, the Chinamen proceeded to throw peared
at the window with pistols -eocked,
in their white hat-bauds on top of the coffin, and-told
if he did not get out of that
after which the express cart was drawn up, seat they him
would shoot him
dead. He knew
and the departed’s clothes, in the shape of their nature
too well, He had mo protechis boots, pants, socks, and other aids to
tion. No jury in that State would convict
personal adornment, were ‘‘hefl” down up- or
governor hang
the shooting men.
He
"on the _coffin,
His sheets ana blankets— had to get up and go forward. . In less thau
which would have been the better for a
twenty miles he was round i
4 Miswash—followed, and then came his bed itsissippi and occupying his old
f. The
self, and a number of other articles, suffi- conducta#
got off at the station before they
cient to half fill up the
grave, and give j
entered the free State, or. he would have
to the departed. on a coll night, when bed- been arrested.
:
2
clothing shall bé at a premium. The deceased’s countrymen then passed the head
~~of the grave one by one, and made their
The Adoration of Woman.
salaams, after which it was filled up. A
wooden tombstone, setting forth, in ‘the
Chinese language, the virtues of the depart- | That adoration which a young man gives
to a woman whonr he feeis to be greater
ed, was next placed in the loose ea
at
the head of the grave. After this the faces and better than himself is hardly distin.
vishable from a religious feeling.
of the Chinamen reluxed into a smile. A
What
bonfire, in
which was much incense, was deep ard worthy love is not se ? whether
made on ol part of the grave. On the of woman or child, or art or music? Our
othe
a clean
r
mat was spread, .and upon caresses, our tender words, our still rapthis was arranged the provender we have ture under the influence of autumn Sunsets,
Some

half

so of small Chinese ‘cups

an fhfusion of the

very

were
best

a

dozen or

filled

with

Chinese

obituary.

tea,

AS

the whole thing presented more the appear-

reading

our
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Eyes, and all other
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MRs. ELiZABETH F. MORGAN died in German
Flatts, June 6, 1873, aged 66 years.
Over thirty
ears since, to use her own language, *‘ The

rd for Christ’s‘sake

forgave

her sins,”

and

some

very

peculiar

PATENTS OBTAINED =-~~
No charges unless successful.
C. A,

trials,

tense

suffering,

her

death,

a friend

most

A

standing

by

hicago,

Ill.

in one moment with all

the love that

friend inquired,** Is thie Saviour precious? she

replied,*“ Oh, yes! if I could only tell!” And
repeating like expressions, she passed away, we
trust, to a land where there is no more sorrow
nor sighing, and where the weary are forever at
rest.
;
»

‘SISTER MARY, wife of Dea. Ki og, of Biad-

ford, Me., died Sept 21, 1873,. aged 63 years, 4
months, 23 days.
Funeral sermon by the writer,
text, 2. Cor. 5:1, which was listened to
by a
large audience of mourners and sympathizing

parted worth. Sister K. made a. profession of
religion in early life, united with the F. W. B.
church of B., Sept., 837, and was considereda |

curves ty¢n athewoman's
liquid
beon by88dtheneckexquisitefl arms,
or the ‘sweet
depths ‘of hér beseeching eyes

a farce, and

should

hardly

be tolerated

in

grave

“ to imbue the public mind with that reverence for our. Christian
graveyards which
ought to prevail. If the
Mongolians choose
to carry on their rites in a portion of the
churchyard unoccupied by those of our own
race there can be no possible objection, but
the burial, deserived alove, was ib Bangemly

bh

as

place,

one in this respeecty-taking
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My honored father, MR. Joun SANDERS, died
in Ossipee, N. H., Jan. 7, 1874, aged 85 years
aud 8 months.
The family was once composed
-of ten; now, only four remain, the father, moth-’
er and
four children having passed away. He
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go
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falling;
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CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2, 1873.
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Term of

13 weeks, begins March

TUITION :

Primary Studies,

+ - -
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-
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-

Miss
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15 Lessons,
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43-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Penmanship,

Dec. 2, 1873.
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Higher English,
_
Latin and Greek,
Et)
French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
.

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

12 weeks. Opens Feb.
Tuition:

12, 1874.

\

NT.

.
E. C. Smith,

|

CALLEY, Precepiress.
C. BRADFORD, Associate.
E. MOREY, Music.
A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
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Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

-

families;
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clubs

at

lower rates, and rooms furnished for:self-boarding.

LOCATION
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pond
The new, commodious buildidg, ample in its arrangements, recently groesed or the use of the
Schoal;is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
0 Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenéry of Vermont. The Jo
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is
ut
ten minutes “walk from the Institution. It is thus
|"
Location,
easily accessible from all Jatts of the country, and
at the same time remove
from the activities and
The Building, ope of the finest in the State, is ro. temptations which tend to divert the attention and
mantically
sitnated amidst the highest mountains | corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
and randost scenery of Vermont. ig
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*
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y or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
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rnishing them every assistance
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The New Treatise, just revised by order

of the General Conference, can now be had
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culture, The publicclectures ot these institutions,
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.
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J. 8." GARDNER, Principal.

of only one department, a thorough- |
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Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1874.

cle J Term begins,
=
= Mar. 80.
The speeial work of thié school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school

ness a do ng their work is secured from both teachers and Rubies, which is not ordinarily found in
w ere so many kinds of work are done." The
8
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Lt
Geometry, * peciitl attention
is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advan-
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*The “SPRING TERM, of 13 weeks, commence on
Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.
ine
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
§

North Scituate, R, I.,.Feb. 3, 1874,
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under thee instruction of
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G. AW. FLINT, A. B,, Principal.
.
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
MRS.M. E. FLINT, Teacher of lustruiental
‘
:
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"MAN IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

everything necessary to fit one for college or a practical business life. :
I'or beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this’ location is unsurpassed. It is free from those
laces of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious

SOMETHING NEW!

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
The course of studies in this schcol embraces

0 morals, common

The

Jualifieq to
n
life. |

fit scholars for every honorable position
.
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“+ Common English, Erie he. 0. din
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Biblical account of Man’s ' Creatiox

baoe vol., I2mo,
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post, on receipt of price, by

Origin and Anti
D. D., LLD.
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I. D. STEWART.

THE WORK

take great pleasure in

presenting the Coips of Teachers to the attention of
parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently

Higher

- or, the

tosted'by Solent c Theories of his
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
quity,

to large villages and cities.

present management

-

WHITESTOWN. SEMINARY.

The 32d Academical year

LATIN SCHOOL.

Term begins,

31

*
‘commence March 23rd.
Complete courses of study for both sexes. .
A Normal Department
for Teachers of Common
Schools.
Tuition free.
Free tuition to students from this and other states
who first secure the Regent’s certificate in, Common
English.
Send for Catalogue.
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in his power towards the prosecution of theological
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.
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the duty of the servant to obey: but it rives at the conclusion that the tyouble is
‘dered and paid for by the month than by the quarter.
“ 2.0
Use of Piano,
.
0.
.
“ maintains iutact botween
Let the orders for papers be given for the year, or
| the two the pre- avoidable, and that the editor ‘is'to blame’ "ATHERTON O., son of Cyrus and Martha
Good board can be obtained
families at
existing abstract truth that in morals, as in for not avoiding it. He never saw ‘an ed. Ling) yo was, killed at Gueyiile, Andover, N. for the longest time that they may be wanted, and $3.00 ber weeks, Those wishing into private
hoard themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
:
Jin. 4, 1874; aged
ears nnd 5 mohths. thus avoid frognent rgnowals, ;
law, one is as goodas the other; it pre- itor take his first glance over a copy of the H.,
&
:
ELIHU HAYES,. Secystary.
3
of
serves unweakened
and undisputed an an- edition Porhappithe ditign ids wb ked. off Atherton asked leave of is. mother (it peing |;
Fu Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
Sabbath),
to
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a
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with
a
brother
Lg
8.
M.
PETTENGILL
&
©0.,
10
State
terior Rrivilege which is above all momen- when this opportunity is afforded the weary two years older. Soom after going
vu, Athertary relations; it covers the ‘dignity of the man, He has either trusted the proofs to ton was found- by his brother: under a mill-log. Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New-York, and 7011
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE, server toward the served, dad keeps them some one else, or read them himself, - but He was helped from pnder. the log, and they Chestnut Street, Philadélphia, are our Agents for
FLEMINGT
OY, TAYLOR
CO., WeST VIRGINIA: ~
‘both ‘assured that directly they separate the feeling of dread is just as’ great in the startedfor the house only a tew steps off, but h procuring advertisements. for our paper, Dover. |"
fell betore reaching the house, was taken up afi Morning Star, in the above cities, and authorized | This Institution offers
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conversing

him if he thought he should

‘‘ I do,” he said.
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Miss M. E, Prentiss, Assistant,
G, T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield,

25.eowly

hopes, although he expressed no fears of death,

and

with. him,
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er sifter
but in shadows as aveil as in sunshine her Hfe
was consistent and her death i
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;
M.,
Ch
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said but very little in reference to his future

ing all mistakes of the kind.— Geo. Eliot. iB j ange phen

an Editor Feels.

and ‘affection of
Com,

volves. a shade of doubt as to the topo
ig over his paper and detecting errors in |!
superiority of employer over the employed; | lit are vsomewhat ‘differant from those exit in no way diminishes the ‘habitual defer-' perienced by the reader on making like

AY

died

many hearts.

tragedy of human ‘life

is likely to continue for a long time to
come, in spite of mental philosophers, who
are re
ithe best receipts for avoid-

How

who

‘many

other’of
our appreciations of foreign exist-

of‘a special eharacter, * wi
self in a peculiar manner.
‘It dn-no

to the

‘A. DUNTON,

school, won for her the esteem

to

seems

to us; and made speech for fiself there ; the

often the most blinded

bereavements,
wil
"WM. C. GRIFFITH.

teacher in the public schools, and in the Sabbath

love that

than ‘woman’s

that they may be ‘sus-

Me., Nov. 1873, after a lingering sickness, is held
it in grateful remembrance. Her youthful piety,
wider amiable disposition, and active exertions ausa

eo observed, in. the: midst of ww" group of ‘by their close kinship with all we have
known of tenderness and 'péace. The exChristian graves.—Olago Guardian.
pression in beauty (it is needless to say
that there are gentlemen with whiskers dyed
Master and Servant in’ France. and indyed who see none of it whatever),
and for. this ‘reason ‘the noblest. nature is

Ar first SIgHE TIS AMEE

Lucy

They need

that

wonmn’s soul

as the words of genius have a
clothes,
meaning than the thought that prompted

them; itis more

the last three months.

the prayers of the god

the center of a burying-ground where Chris- \childish pout of her- lips.’ Yor the beauty
tians lie. Scrambling for sweets and dried of a lovely woman is like musie,—what can
fruits over the
graves of our departed one say more! Beauly has an expression

friends is not a kind of cerem ny calculated
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faithful member until ‘death. Thirt
rs she
of er wor- | thy husband, while he rendered his services
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said, “I am npw ready to be offered and the time

4
The whole thing bore the appearance of I
}
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the
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Classical, ~~ .
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Board and Rooms cah
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the toilsome years, concentrating in .one
a
crown
of
righteousness
which
the
the
this way, the cups, saucers, incense; wax emotion of heroie courage or resignation righteous Judge,shall give unto me at that rd,day,”
| ~ Bend for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
candles, and other things made use of in al the hard Jeayutd lessons of self-renounc- &e.
JOSEPH CHADBOURNE,
the ceremony, were in iscriminately = disblending your
ng sympathy,
A. 8S BARNES & COMPANY,
resent sor- - |
tributed over the grave, and nearly every 4 with all your past Soy p If not, then * EMANUEL EPLEY, son of brother Jacob Epley,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
March 1, aged 5 Jears, 7 : months, and 1 day,3
|. eow30t24
person succeeded in carrying off a relie of - neither is it a weakness to be so wrought died
being the third child they have followed to the
the Chinese funeral.

ance ofa Christmas pic-nic than a funeral.
After about half an hour had bzen spent in

-

competent Assistants.
The tuition will be as follows :
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her bed, heard her
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very

SEMINARY.
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WILLIAM H. COTTON,

WEEK and expenses paid. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. S. Address Hudson River
Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N.Y., or
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her

friends who met to pay their last respects to de-

the

under

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,~ends J
e 12.
For fucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
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‘BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

desire was to

days before

exclaim, “ Farewell earth!
Welcome heaven!
This poor casket is almost gone,” When the

or pillared vistas, or calm, majestic statues,
or Beethoven, symphonies, all oring with
them the consciousiiess that they are mere
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she looked forward te deatlr in Christ as a release from all her sufferings and sorrows. During her last illness, which was one of most in-

depart and be at rest.
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etsent free.
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Center Strafford, N. H., Jan. 17, 1874.

in ber wil.

much

giving permanency,
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J. W. ROBERTS, - Teacher of Penmanship.
The tuition will be as usual.
A
noid and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
es.
For further Sarticulars address the Principal.
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in her poner, being ever ready to respond to all
the calls that were made for the spread: of the
Gospel and the up-building of Zion.. She was a
life member of both the Home and Foreign Mission Societies, which she not only aided while

living, but liberally remembered
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0. T. MAXFIELD, +MISS NELLIE D. MAXFIELD,
-
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Agents wanted, Ra
k = Somat free. J. Worth & Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

soon after she united with the Freewill Baptist
cbureh; and sought to sustain it by all the means

She was called to’ pass through

DISFIG,
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$5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Full particulars sent free. » Write immediately, to

DR. J. BALL
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pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hunRIDGEVILEE-COLLEGE.
dred students are upon the roll, and others have sigCALENDAR FOR 1873<4.
a
nified. their intention to enter. Professors Collier
Fall Term begins Aug. 25, and ends Nav. 14,1873.
Spring Term begins Mar, 10, and ends May 29, 1874,
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all forTerm
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 21.
merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti- | 187Summer
1.
tution, and are much encouraged by the results alEXPENSES.
ready achieved.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
1y48
Room rent, per term, from
$200
to 4.00
Board,
per
week,
in
private
families,
3.00
* AUSTIN ACADEMY.
%
AT
clubs, about
2.90
The Spring
Term of ten weeks will commence
EXTRA CHARGES,
Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1874.
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PHYSIOLOGY AND
ANATOMY
of the EYESIGHT. Tells how to Re=-

Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

were filled with a ‘waves and ripples in-an unfathomable ocean
lighter looking liquid, which we heard on of love and beauty ; our emotion in its keen
very good authority was pale brandy. The moment, passes from expression into siChinamen again passed round, and each lence; our love at.its highest flood rushes
threw tea to his departed brother, and after- beyond its object and loses itself in the
senseof diving mystery. Is it any weakward brandy.
:
;
The small boys at this time pressed very | ness, pray, to be wrought on by exquisite
to feel its wondrous harmonies
closely around the grave, upon which the music?
Chinamen *‘scrambled” a quantity of dried searching the subtlest windings of your
+ fruits and other comforts of a like nature soul, «the delicate fibers of life where no
to which the youthful appetite is addicted. memory can peneirate, and binding toThey afterward dispensed
the lighter-look- gether your whole being, past and present,
dng liquid to the men standing around, and In one unspeakable vibration, melting you
while smaller cups still

By

inclu Fi
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uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patromze it, must accompany them with cash
equalto fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
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in healthfulne
and wife haying, after four years’ charge of
beauty, and freedom AW dy corrupting influences. ss, | Bradley
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into a contract with the
Expenges only $175 for College year of 40 weeks Trustees to conduet enterea
it for five years to come, thus

A. Gem worth Reading!-—A Diamond vorth. Seeing!
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nothing else, A worse case yet
ned his hat and rushes forth« into the street—|
in Tennessec. A minister of the
odist rushes anywhere to get away from the face
Episcopal ehureh, in the Mississippi Con- of a man, to get away from himself and
ference, was on his way to the
ssionof everything belonging to himself.
a
that body,
He must needs go
through
the edge of Tennessee.
Ile rode
with his
white brethren till the road entered the

(people, the majority of whom were young
boys, Were assembled to witness the “inter-

as a."*lust-rate performance.”

And when he is
aflerwards puts on

&e.
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to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
;
send for a Circular to
’
REV. W, COLGROVE, A. M.. President.
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has been revised

and

much

improved;

stereotype plates, made from new
It has a large number of selected

and

as well as many of our best Hymns.
in form, can be easily carried

printed on

type throughou
choice Tunes

It is compac

in the pocket, ana

is well adapted to use in social meetings. Prieo
per single book, when bound in cloth,40 cents; per
doz. $8.84, Price per single book, when bound in .
1

thick pasteboard
Postage
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ots.
Address,
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a, gingle copy, In ots. on a doz,
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The exercises were
ed in Washington, Friday.
held in the Senate chamber at noon, the body
of
having previously Jain in state in the rotunda

Re

the Capitol.

The Senate was

says
the land of his birth and early glories,” He
under President Lerdo’s proclamahe returns
no
tion of amnésty, but is firmly resolved to take

to order in

called

a
A
part in Mexican politics.
It is said that a vein of gold bearing. quartz
has been found on Bute Island, in the Firth of

Senator
services

accordance with the usual custom, by
Carpenter, and then followed religious

of a simple character, conducted by the chaplains

Addresses were
H. Dana, Alex-

Faneuil Hall on Saturday.
made by Mayor Cobb, Richard

ander H. Rice, William

funeral
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hand.

every

on

grief are visible

killed. Sambo promptly answered: ‘‘ Not much,

were

remains

‘ Auburn, where the distinguished

’

“ buried.

' petition, signed by

month in 1873.

reached $91,-

has

The Agassiz memorial fund

The Iowa Senate has adopted the House joint
resolution for a constitutional amendment -giving the right of suffrage to women.
The Brooklyn Union publishes a statement of

Stoddard,

Lizzie King, alias Kate

less a

A

monster

16,200 persons, Was

recently

copy.

consistently

countries might

The’ postage-stamps issued during February
show an’ increase of 18 1-2 per cent. over the

same

folks, much

boss ; dey don’t miss de white

nigger. But den I would hab miss myself—and
.
dat’s de p’int wid me.”
Even heathen’ India furnishes some practical
ian
ideas on temperance reform which Christ

to Mount

moved

have missed him much had he been

pany would

They were very impressive,
Rev. H. W. Foote.
inand at their conclusion a long procession,

cluding macy colored people,

or

ant,
and was severely reprimanded by a lieuten
comthe
t
though
he
gly,if
sneerin
him
who asked

- services were held Monday in King’s chapel,
(Unitarian) and were conducted by the pastor,

the
presented to the Viceroy, protesting against
es
rum traffic, and suggests, as practical measur
¢¢ where
of reform, the closing of all liquor shops
their ex-:
the majority of the inhabitants object to
educationistence,”-and alse * in the vicinity of
al and religious establishments.”

apA sirange species of gull has latel§ made its
vicinity
the
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rs
numbe
erable
consid
in
ce
pearan

denying bav-

brightened up, and is now a successful barrister.

accordingto usage; but

New York.
of Salmon River, Oswego county,
not withOne was captured the other day, but
ined resistance, the bird being prodeterm
a
out
the.
sharp beak, an aggressi\e
of vided with a long,

was
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Baron

ship “with

lodge of Female

districts quinine
known
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delusions.
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paying off the National debt, going into partner-

astringent, and
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anti-periodic

other

victim
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patient in an
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capabilities.

larged

perspiration, some cathartic or laxa-

move

such

fool, till
Wallenstein too, they say, was a mere
énwith
awoke
and
window
a
of
out
he fell

always be at hand, especially in

and in fever and ague
anodyne,

are now

one of the colored troops ran away from 3 fight

of

emblems

The

lessons.

tive to

during the war

that

A southern paper relates

day. “Many of the clergymen of the city took
the events of the week as the text from which to

their moral

to promote

anabout 400,000 Polynesians who profess Christi
nism,
heathe
from
ed
reclaim
been
have
who
ity,
and from many of whose islands cannibalism has
been extirpated.

crowded through the corridors during the entire
draw

There

spell of heathenism.

under the

‘Mr. Sumner’s rémains
Hale and N. P. Banks.
on arrival, were conveyed te the State house,
Thousands
where Sunday they lay in state.

~

farm-houses,

Sixty years ago every island in Polynesia was

E. E.

Gaston, the Rev.

the stage again,

he will make his appearance on

.as he talks of retiring from it’altogether.

vary

which

should

from that time he

head, and

was injured on the

and other such

and

was trepanned:. From that moment-he became
a genius. Dr. Prichard mentions a case of three
brothers who were nearly idiots. One of them

Rothschild,

and

One
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ing off in the passen

Representatives of the State and

besides

fact that it was a * twelfth year,” which is regarded by the Hindus as so unfavorable to marriage that no one, or scarcely any one is married.

city governments, and a Jarge number of citizens

nd persenal friends. The services. were in the
piscopal form, and the body was deposited in

the family
, tery.

watchman

A

the

in

vault

without

Sunday,
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Auger AP

and,

his wife into a shapeless mass

:

Advices from

Panama

stste that no

of the

editor

before the

wasesummoned

south

received

Petitions have been

presented to

the supreme

court from’ Miss Lucia W. Peabody and Albert
Palmer and

others, for

the

verdict

The

issuingof writs of

inger

mosaic

work,

representing

Apollo

surrounded

by the emblems of the Muses and wreaths of flow-

Ashantee expedi-

ver,

representing

Dante

and

scenes

from

the

Divina Commedia. The foot of ebony, with
lions’ feet of silver, is ornamented with the arms
16 killed and 368 wounded.
~
masterpiece of work yhas been
Advices from Spain state that Marshal; Ser of Italy. This
K
b
hermitage.
the
in
placed
the
of
command
supreme
assumed
rane bas
Observing
men
in
Paris
contend
that
the
comthe
in
Carlists
forces operating against the
North.
; | mune is nét yet dead in that city, but that on the
contrary it is more dangerous now. than under
been
has
petition
a
In the French assembly
the empire, when it had less to hunger for and to
‘presented charging Gambetta with having sac- be envious
of, when its members were better fed
defense to political dewas

rificed the national

‘and paid.

Charles O¥tbn hus confessed that he was bribed

to keep silencein regard to -his professed relationship to the Tichborne claimant.

-

Alespatch
from Japan states that the insur-

rection at Nagasiki is at an end all the offenders
having surrendered to the government,

Advices from Austria state that the Hungari-

NN

~' in ministry
bas resigned, snd their resignation
has been accepted by the Emperor,

+A Berlin special states that the physicians are
now apprehensive of serious results from the
sickness of Bismark.
Emperor Francis Josephbh has authorized bis

_ government

them,’

which

not publish

It

ingly limited.—4m.
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Hair

as an Index

of Character,

. Coase black bair'and dark skin signify great
power of charaeter,.
with a tendeney to sensual-

ity. Fine black bair and durk skin indicate
ers. Below the slab is a relievo of oxydized sil- strength of character along with parity and

' FOREIGN.
tion state that the British loss in the war

must exéuse uk if we do

syrups,”

to. Assume a strong atsitude ugainst
ang. opposition to ecclesiastical

Napoleon, whether he was a great

statesman-or not, knew

better how to. deal with

‘the canaille than his successors. He gave them
plenty of work and amusement, and although
there were higher moral afid
social agencies that
might have beep employed, these wére sufficient

for bis: purposes,
during

the empire,

Paris had no street beggars
=

=

Hoe

It was feared that the famous masterpice by
Rubens in Antwerp cathedral had. been injured
by dampness, but a comminsion recently appointed to investigate the matter reported that
the pictures had suffered ‘no material ‘damage.

The inquiry was made at the same time as to the

Stiff,

straight

black bair

and

beard

indicate
a coarse, strong, rigid, straightforward
character. Fine dark brown hair signifies the
combination

of exquisite gensibilities with

strength of character,

great

Flat, clinging, straight

hair, a melancholy but
extremely
constant
character,
Harsh, upright hair is the sign of a

reticent and

charaetér,

sour

gpirit; a stubborn

and harsh

Course red hair indicates powerful

aniinal passions, together with a_ corresponding
ftrength of character. Auburn hair with florid

countenance denotes the highest order of seutiment

Ca

“so

4 tend

Fam.

LEAD.
cesses 8]

hair

denotes

strength,

harmony,

and evenness

of character, hearty affections, a clear head, and
superior talents. Fine, silky, supple hair is the

mark of a delicate “and "sensitive temperament,

and Jepents in favor of the mind and character
of tie ‘owner. Crisp, curly bair fadicates a
hasty; Somewhat impetuous and rash character.

.

ber of medicines have been advertised,
tried, proved worthless, and will soon be
forgotten, while the European Cough | ShippingB'd
Remedy, on its own merits, has become a

Standard Medicine throughout the country, increasing in popularity from year
to year, That it has made most wonderful cures, no one will deny. Hundredscof
persons, who for mouths had been ema-

Do.

ties. The decision war in‘favor of the govern-

which undoubtedly have some effect upon the dis:
position, Thus;red-haired people are notoriously
passionatp., Now red hair is proved by analysi8 to contain a large amount of sulphur, whilst
very blackhair is coldred with almost pure

ures to the museum of Antwerp, where #0 many
other fins works
of Rubéns are preset ved,

;
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while their knowledge of the world is exceed
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It was the

hundreds
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the Emperor.

“not occupy the seat in the board frem Ward 14,
in the city, to which she was legally elected
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editor

the

name of the Ryilty party.

* mandamus against the school board of the city of
“Boston to show cause why Miss Peabody should
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delivered,

‘The

thing in the world” fev this or that disease,

of the steamship ¢ Rising Star,” correctional police, and fined for an article writand all hope of hearing from her was given up.
ten by a person whose name he refused-to-reveal till the court had pronounced its sentence.
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deal of traveling.
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useful. For the rest the kitchen may be depend- mendous blow on the bridge of the nose. From
ed upon for soda as an antacid, salt to stop that time he improved rapidly, and acknowl
vomiting, cayeaune pepper asa stimulant, and edged that the blow had had a sobering effect,
mustard, one of the most useful of applications and had quite knocked the nonsense out of him.
for loeal pains, When gn illness does not yield,
There is no doubt, that this was the secret
and promptly, to these domestic remedies, do of that cruel, old remedy for madness, the eins
not hesitate about calling a doctor. The pain culating swing, mentioned favorably by physii the stomach or bewels that does not yield to ciansof the last century. This horrible swing
a mustard plaster and«'few dosesof paregor- was 4 small box fixed upon a pivot, and worked
» manise, or
je or landanum ‘may be a symptom of some se- by 8 windlass. The *
ysm, was firmly
rious sdisease of those parts that requires an the
entirely different treatment. A sore throat
then w
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severe
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does. Delay
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those papers which under the head of a * Hygien- the results were often beneficial we have indisi
evidence.
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‘and recipes do more harm than good. Hygiene
man
injury are well worthy of attention.
has very little to do with - dosing. We may here brain
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wakes
who
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